


o, you want to be a Screenwritefl
The Summer InstitW’s  exciting. week-long

workshops may be just the ‘kick start’ you
need.

These workshops are small, intensive. and
“hands-on”. Your questions get answered.
Your project receives the professional assess-
ment It deserves.

successful,  experienced screenwriterS lead
the workshops (we don’t believe in legless
people teaching running). So. they know the
craft of screenwriting  and the ‘tricks of the
trade’ necessary in the bustling screen
industry.

Opportunities Abound
Canada’s television and fdm industry is

experiencing unprecedented growth. There is
a great need for excellent Canadii  program-
ming: dramatic series, children’s shows.
comedy series, and television movies. plus
low-budget theatrical films.

Also, there is more development money for
Canadian stories than ever before, and the
major portion of it is ending up in the
pocket5 of screenwriters.

A Wise Investment
Screenwriting can be very profitable -

screenwriters are among the highest paid
wordsmiths in the world. A week of your
time and the money you spend, may be the
best investment you’ll make thii year.

ACT NOW!
Registration is limited. Because of demand,
last year we had to turn people away from
many of the workshops. Get your FREE
BROCHURE by:

1. Calling (613) 598-4530 or

2. Fill out and mail the coupon below ta
Summer Institute of Fiim and Television,
Algonquin College. 140 Main Street.
Ottawa, Ontario KIS 1C2
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Behind gloves and pads,
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23 outstanding storiesof
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0-929490.90-9
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town!” he says excitedly.
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ON FEBRUARV  22, at a packed press con-
ference  In Toronto  organized  by Intema-
tlonal PEN and the Writers’ Union of
Canada, Graeme Gibson read a state-
ment denouncing the Ayatollah Rhomei-
oi’s death threat against Salman Roshdie
as ‘an unprecedented act of aggression
against individual citizens and an out-
rage to socleties.“The  statement, signed
by a long list of organizations, inchdig
the Association of Canadian Publishers,
the Canadian Authors’ Assodatlon, the
Canadian Library Association, and the
Canadian Booksellers’ Association,
ended lvith a message of heartfelt sup
port to Salman Rushdie and his family
“in this traumatic time.” The sense of
shock and urgency among those present
xvas palpable - as was the gene4 feel-
ing of disappointment with the govern
ment of Canada, wvhllh had reacted to
the extreme pmvocation in its usual cau-
Bow, blundering, inarticulate fashion.

An unexpected speaker at the press
conference was the representative of the
Iraokm  Political Prisoners’ Support Com-
mittee. Gibson, as chairman, introduced
him without  gltiog his name and asked
the news cameramen and photogmphers
not to film him in closeup. It was dan-
gerous for him, and the other Iranians
present  simply to be there; more dan-
gerous still  to spe&.

He seemed nervous, a little &ward
in En&b. but not 6ightened. He ipoke
softly, and the mom became very still.
Yes. he said, we should take the death
threat seriously. ?+he government in
Iran has imprisoned, tortured, and mar-
dered rnw poets and writers  who dared
to speak against  Islam or the govern-
.ment They have banned many books -
the works of Darwin, even the most re
spected seientidc journals. And now the
Ayatollah is seeking to unite his support-
ers in the tiermath  of Iran’s defeat in
the war with haq.’

One of the reporters asked wh&her
the most effective action might not be to
threaten violent retaliation.

“Khomeini will not be threatened.
They are fanatics. They believe &hat  if
they are killed, they are going to heaven,
literally. If they kill somebody by mis
take lo the prison they tell the family, ‘If
he was guilty, it was light that we killed
him. If he is not guilty,  well, he’s gone to
heaven.‘The  best response ls to express

support for the democratic liberal people
in Iran who want to’ change the
govemmenL^

l%e~Ayatollsh’s  threat and the violent
responses to it amopg Muslim funda-
mentalists were not seen by the Writers’
Union or PEN as a problem of censor-
ship: 4t $r exceeds sny reasonable deli-
nition of censorship by its threat to
human lives.”

Yet questions of censorship are not if
&vsnt. A few days after the press con-
ference, Books io Canada  spoke to Stsn

- Persky, a writer and teacher from Van-
couver, who is eoehabperson  of the po
litical action corn&tee of the Writers’
Union. He was in Toronto to take part in
a televised debate on the Rushdie con-
hwersy. We asked him what the wrlt-
ers’ reaction had been to the Rushdie af-

*fair.
‘We were fearful, sharing tbe terror

Rushdie must be feeling, outraged by
the utterly pale response of the Caoadi-
an government furlooS  that Canada Cus-
tams was once again sticking its glue
feet through a writer’s work - but it did
become clear that certain questions had
heen raised that required a strong re-
sponse.  First of all, we do not accept that
a work of literature can be banned. the

voice of a writer silenced; that an Ayatol-
lah Rlfomeini  can threaten a citizen of
another country and praclise  out-and+ut
religious terrorism. We don’t accept
that, and we can’t remain silent To be
silent would be to be compllck

“My own hnmedlate  response was -
well. the two main characters  of ?Yze So-
t&c Vsrsw  Gibreel and Saladln, are
both figures  greatly given to dreaming,
and I was visited by a waking dream of
my own. What the dream said was that
we writers  have a p+z:t  That in times of
emergency, when the very practice of
wrltlng is threatened, we agree to aban-
don the custom of individual identity,
and the usual protections.  Wwdl assume
the burden of the one under threat I am
Sabnao Rushdie. I accept cwesponslbll-
ty for l9le Sutunk wses. If our words
give offence. that at most is a matter for
regret, not retraction.

“In the past 350 years, we’ve been
coming to some conclusions about how
to live together. Suddenly we find our-
selves having to argue the Enlighten-
ment all ow again with the Ayatollah.
We’re prepared to do it - I speak for
the Union - and we’d better be pre-
pared to do it, or what we’re allowed to
sav will shrink and the unsoeskable  will
enielop us in hence. So &d better be
oreoared  to defend OUT  democratic tith.
iVe*say  that every cl!izen  is sovereign
and free speech is absolutely dcessary.
That’s why writers react so strongly
when tbe arts,  ewything in the arena of
public speech,‘is  threatened. And we say
absolutely, ‘Don’t mess with that.’ We
say that to the mullahs, the rabbis, the
cardinals, the Parents Against Permia
siveness.  we even say it to our feminist
sisters.

‘Our government seems unable to dis-
linguish between ao occasion for quiet. . . . ._.
diplomacy and an occasion to defend
fundamental freedoms. Clark finally
withdrew the Canadian char& d’afiaires
from Tehran, so he eventually did the
rleht thinp. And in a sense the rirtht
thll  is the main thing. But compare it,
for.&smple,  to the response  of tie West
German  foreign minister Hans Die&h
Genscher.  a cons&v&e,  who pulled his
ambassador and said, This is a signal
designed to preserve civllisatlon.’  Or the
reaction of Francois Mitterand, who

salman  Roehdie said, ‘Any dogmatism that expresses it-
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self through  violence to curtail freedom
of expression is, in my view, an absolute
evil.’ There you see people who have
some sense that a certaio grandeur of
rhetoric is required to respond to the
monstrosity of what we are faced with.”

As we went to press, the deadline
ordered by Khomeini for Rushdie’s
death, March 15, was still to come.
Rushdie was in hiding, under heavy
police pmtection  somewhere in Britain.
where we fervently hope he \fl be safe.
The protests and riots in Islamic coun-
tries continue. In letters to the editor
and the columns of newspapers, the bst-
tle continues to rage, and a great range
of opinions is being expressed by Caua-
dian Muslims. 7he Satanic Kzrses  has
indeed offended many devout Muslims,
but voices are being raised against
extremism and intolerance.

Abdullah Hakim. iman of the Jami
mosque in Tomntq, was quoted in the
Toronto Star on February 23 as saying
he was horrlfied by the portrait being

drawn of the city’s 100,000 Muslims:
‘Threats on government ministers or
bomb threats against bookstores have
nothing to do with the teachings of Islam
or the feelings of the mainstream Mus-
lim community.” Mehdi A. Shallwani
wrote in the Globs and Mail on March 1
that ‘Islam’s fundamental lesson is toler-
ance. There is no mom for terrorism or
vengeance It is imperative that Muslims
all over the world react rationally rather
than emotionally to this matter.”

Tolerance and mutual respect are
vital in an increasingly mdlticultural
Canadian society. Conflicts in other
counbies must not be made the occasion
for racism, religious intolerance, or the
suppression of free speech. The author
of l%kc  Satanic Vems  has quickly co&
to symbolize - in his very person -
both the strength and the vulnerability
of our democratic &edoms.

In the words of a button circulating
in Vancouver, “Long live Salmah
Rushdie.” - nc edttms

The Culture of Terrorism is b penetrating analysis of
American  jbre&z  polio and practice in Cenir~l America.

It should be read TIze question here is what Chomshy’s
overbearing rhetoric and daemonology

are excluding  and/or &-eating

8OMEX-ItNG  about Nosm Chomsky has
bothered me for a long time. though I
haven’t been able to pin it down. To
begin at the beginning: he’s brllliit and
articulate, both as a linguistic theorist
and as the most sttident and persistent
critic of American foreign  policy over the
last two decades. He’s a fellow of the
American Academy of Arts and Sci-
ences, and a member of the National
Academies of Science and of the Arts
aud Sciences. He’s current& an Institute
Professor at M.I.T. where he teaches lln-
guistlcs and philosophy - the house
communist. apparently. In short, Noam
Chomsb is everything short of Santa
Claus. He has every recognition and
honour  the United States can offer  to an
intellectual

But I don’t quite trust him. That’s
heresy, I know. A blue-ribbon panel at
the CBC selected him to present the
1988 Massey Lectmeb, for God’s sake.
What possible uneasiness could I leglti-
mately have?.

Have another look. His judgements,
even in his earlv wrings  on linguistic

deep structures, carried the extremist’s
air of utter certainty. as if their sheer
brilliance and horsepower swept all
other possibilities  before them prior to
artlcujation.  Whenever I read Chomsky,

Aor listen to his talks, I pet the impression
that I’m in the presence of a man who
has never known a moment of confusion,
a mind that has never been caught ln a
contradiction or a contrxium.  His dis-
course is always sleek and effortless and
perfect, a kind of living rebuke to all
other views of resllty and all other meth-
ods of securing it When Noam Chom-
sky awakens in the morning. he knows
exactl where in the universe he is, and
what Ke’s going to do in - and to -the
world. He knows exactly where Amerl-
cm policy  is at, and how its different
from that of the Soviet Union or China or
North Vietnam. He knows exactly where
hi leotards are, and whether he’s going
to put on green or black or red ones.

Other powerful minds in our century
haven’t had it so easy. -There  is nothing
in Chomsky of. say, Samuel Beckett,
who has to decide every morning

whether ifs even worth it to get out of
bed. There is nothing of Albert Camus’s
moral agony, no choice to be made be
hveen competing eleinents of existence .
for a stake ln thi truth. In Chomsky’s
prose  there is nothing of John Berger’s
-c.mting struggles to claim the tex-
ture of humau.intellection from its -
and his - inarticulate natural state.
Cbom&+ universe is morally uncloud-
ed and logical. His judgement of 6iend
and foe alike is direct and absolute.

Notbii I’ve said so lar is meant as a
criticism of tll? general brilliance, or
even the accuracy, of Chomsky’s anslytl-
‘ml lnslghts, or of the correctness of his
many pronouncements about the evil of
American  imperialism. As fsr as I know,
they’ve only carried  hi into ode major
error. That error, however, was an ex-
timely serious one. Chomsky support-
ed the Khmer Rouge government of
Cambodia long after nearly everyone
else in the world (including everyone ou
the politicsl  left except the Maoists) had
recoguized  the Khmer Rouge as a brutal
Stalinist  lunacy that not only lost control
of its murderous impulses on a mass
scale, but never had a coherent method
in the first place.

As an analyst of Cambodia, I was
deeply angered.by  Chomsky’s support,
and I .followed his cavilling retraction
from his original  extremist position very
carehdly.  He withdrew in the manuer of
a military force withdrawing  reluctantly
fmm aterritory it had occupied - strate-
gically, and without any sub&ant&  ad-’
mission of error or show of vulmzabllly
or remorse. His m-back  position was re-
vealii and perhaps typical. The Rhmer
Rouge psychosis of 197579. in his ra-
vised opinion, was purely the pmduct  of
the brutal U.S. bombing of Cambodia
that ended in 1973. At no point did he at-
tempt to account for the excesses of the
regime itself, which were indisputably
oLto a product of the Leninist model of
political orgauizatlon  and auth+y. The
U.S. bombing may have created the
Khmer Rouge cadre. but the psrsnoiac
(and Western-trained Marxist-Leninist)
vanguard clustered around Pal Pot told
them what to do, and how.

Au. TIiIHIs  is by way of preface, to explain
why I came to Chomsl&  The Cnitars qf
Terrorism (Black Rose) somewhat waii-
ly, looldng for the logical sleekness and
partiality  that ls his trademark. I know
that Ill probably agree with most of what
he says. but I’m debennined not let his
brllllauce  fool  ine into collusion with an
exclusionary  vision of the world. The
book under scrutiny. Tlrr Cultnnz of Tap
mkm, is a penetrating analysis  of Amer-
icau forei8n  policy and practice  in Cen-
tral America  and it shouJd be read. The
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question here is what Chomsky’s over-
bearing rhetoric aad daemonology.are
excludiog and/or creating.

The first thing I discover is that the
subject of this book is not quite what the
title suggests. I always thought terror-
ism was a non-partisan phenomenon.
forged in the crucible of the early part of
this century sod fine-tuned by Nazi  Ger-
many: and  that it really took off in the at-
mosphere of the Cold War and of the
covert social and political impoverish-
ment of the Third  World that has been
t&ng place just as much of it is gatning
apparent political independence. Chom-
sky, I find. is talkiog solely about the
state terrorism inherent in U.S. foreign
policy, focusing chicly on recent U.S. at-.
tempts to destabilize Nicaragua. It’s ao
interesting subject but the book’s title is
still misleading.

I read his preface, as I have taught my-
self to. not as a statement of his inten-
tions but as an exercise in rhetorical
management Chomsky. like any other
logician, is a master at shaping the con-
test of his discourse by setting  the terms
in rhetorical concrete. The preface and
introduction to 77~ Csrllrrm  of Temni~nt
are masternieces of rhetorical and lo&i-
cal distortion.

Let’s take the first paragraph of the
first essay and examine it sentence by

sentence. Here’s the tirst ‘The scandals
that erupted in the Fall of 1996 and the

the political system and the intellectual
culture that interprets and maintains it”
The ‘scandals” are the h-aogate revela-
tions: Oliver North and friends were
found to be selling arms to Iran and di-
verting the money to the Nicaraguan
Contras - with or without the knowl-
edge of President Reagan. My view is
that these were not scandals blit crimes
and that rather than erupting, they slith-
ered. Likewise, I’m unconvinced that
there was any kind of coherent reaction
to them at all, other than the kind rep-
tiles haye to threatening movement, and
tbat they revealed very lIttIe about Amer-

icao lie except that it’s a long  time since
Watergate.

But despite the loaded nouns and the
fudging adjectives. that sentence has

1.

nothing on the succeeding one:
.

As we shall  see in detail below, these
events demonstrated that the United
States remains dedicated to the rule of
force,  that  political elites agree and in-
deed insist that it must remain so, and

.,

that, furthermore, the commitment to ..
violence and lawlessness  frames their
self-image as well. barely concealed
beneath dwrptive rhetoric :

Thii is ao interesting sentence. It bc :.
gins with a ‘don’t-argue-with-me-be-
cause-I’m-going-to-bury-you-in-facts” ad-
monition, and then pmceeds  to paint the
entire  government  structure of the Unit-
ed States as a series of interconnected .
matias, consciously dedicating them- -
selves to mayhem and ctime. I’m no fso
of the United States, but tbis does seem
a bit 6xcessive.  Further. if I agree to that
description. I’ve committed myself to a :.
Standard Total  view (srv) of the United *
States as a daemonic  purveyor of more ‘;
or less total evil There are some rainy
days when I might believe this; but

‘.

Chomsky has hung a curious rider to it I
really can’t abide - that the Americans
know they’re evil, and that they cultivate
it behind a rhetorical screen.

This fast-paced no&, an up-to-the-minute slov of the
Russian withdmwal and its effecl  on the A&han people,
k based on Lechie’s  R&-hand mwarch  itio the Roes of
the freedom fighters.

An Exloslve  Literary Guild Selection
922.95 Hard-r

Macmillan of Canada
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At this point, Chomsky’s third sen-
tence tightens around my brain like a

admit that it’s impossible to write any-

steel strap: llwc conclusions can readily
thing without rhetoric. But page a&x

motives of the’McDonald’s  Corporation:
they want us to head down to the golden

be dmwrz  from the actual rscord, if UC
page of Chomsky’s writing is crodded
with this sort of one-track-minded

arches for a McBLT and thdd like us to

face it ItonestIy  and udthont  illusion.  Now,
ChomsXy and I are of course  in favour  of

rhetorical persuasion. If we isolate the
order the large 6ies while we’re down

writer himself  horn the faetoal materials
there, because that% the item that they

ticiog things honestly and without iUu-
sion. and so are you. right? That being

he (~ercihdly)  offers up in bulk, he’s as
make the greatest profit from.

neumtically  fundamentalist as Herbert
But what about Chomsky? Doesn’t he

the case, we should by now be gathered W: Annstrong’s  ghost writers.
trust  us to figue thiigs out on the basis

atop the rhetorical wave, ready to crash
down among the heathen dishonesties

So, there are two thiis about Chom-
of the analytical &ores  and facts he pm

sky I don’t like. I don’t like being msnip
sents? Apparently no+ He slings his :_

and creepoids  and draw OUT  conchmions
from the “actual record.”

dated. whether it% the McDonald’s Cor-
rhetorical net across each and every

poration or Noam Chomsky tuning my
page, and his argument is a closed uni- a

I’m going to stop here, without even
verse of discourse that is almost Oedi-

finishing my analysis of the paragraph,
head. There’s  no real dice, except

and do a mea c@a. This is pretty bitchy
maybe that it’s even less pleasant to be

pally focused on a single strain of
ma&asance  - U.S. foreign policy.

SW and.it isn’t fair. I’d be the first to
manipulated by your allies than by your
enemies. Most of us are aware of the

The second thing I don’t like is the
fundamentalism implicit in that single
focus. It misses too many things,  such as I

the malfeasance of Russian, Chinese,
and even Sandini@s  foreign policy. It
also ignores the factors of stupidity and
incompetence, which, as far as I can see,
are a more consistent strain in American
foreign policy than the orgsnized con-
spiracy of evil maniacs Chomsky be-
lieves are running the show. I may be

SOME TIME during the night of Febru- over the original.  The balance  of the sr- blinding myself with  my dislike of funda-

ary 9th. 1989, Ken Ada&  took his own title was his own; and it was well mentalist thinking here, of course. But

life. Just exactly why he did isn’t clear, my reason for disliking iimdsmentalists

and never will be. Successful suicides
thought out and written, as were most
of his book columns. is a sound one: they always believe in

leave behind only the darkest kind of By dew, most of us have heard the the absolute intelligence of evil, and in

impenetrable silence. One can specu- various rumours  and theories sur- the equally absolute vulnerability of

late md second guess them, but that% rounding his death. It would swe no good - except their own.

sll. purpose to repeat them here. Within I’d argue that it’s the other way round. .;

The ostensible cause was an incident
in which Adachi plagiarized a 1982

them lies a world of pain that Ken Bvll  is stupid and incompetedt  and good . .

chose, in his final act, to make private is by nature intelligent and sanguine -

Tiw magazine article for his January permanently.  Out of respect, it should and generous. What rrn saying, I guess!
‘..

21 book column in the Toronto  Star. be none of our business. is that I may just be initable  at having

Plagiarism is a fundamental  journalistic what is our business is this: losinga truth fox&d to me-it makes me sw

(and intellectual) crime for which there
we usually explanations but never ex-

public reader of Ken Ada&i’s courage piciour I’m not hying to mm any of this

:uses. The curiosity in Adachi’s  case is
and skill, even in disgrace, is a major down your throat, which is a courtesy

you’8 never get 6wrn  Noam Chomsky.

why he did it at all. He was an intelli-
loss tp Canadian writing. He was a kind

zent man with an original mind. He pk
and generous man, and his thoughtil I agree with Chomsky that the Ameri-

reviews will be missed. He, and the re- can economic and foreign policy appara

rated only three paragraphs, and his tuses probably are the chief threat to

rditing of them was an improvement
views, will be hard to replace. Silence
isn’t always golden. - Ths editors continued human survival  on this planet

-which is a hiih-f&tin  way of saying
that I agree with his belief thaf we’re the
bad guys in this world. But to piesent
those apparatuses as a coherent and self-
consciously evil mpnolitb is a’grpss  ex-
aggeration of reality and a breakdown of
intellectual method. However bad the
U.S. has become, it still ain’t Nazi Ger-
many, and it isn’t Stalin& Russia. If it
were, Noam Chomsky would have been

-

silenced a long time ago. Come to think
of it, if Chomsky were a Nicaraguan, the
Sandinistas probably would have shut .:

him up by now too.
I’m not ask@ Chomsky to shut up. I

just want him to clean up his act a little,
admit that there are some questions he
doesn’t have the answer to. and to re- :

spect  the intelligence of his readership ;:

more. Meanwhile, do read l%hs Cw&we of
Tenorisnr. But read it very. very
carefully. -BRIAN FAWCKIT
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’ Why would a car tim
into a driveway?

ByI.M.Owen

CONCRETE: The adiaintstmtion  has  10
concrete recommendations. l7zis was o
concrete  accomplishment. In these two
sentences concrete  evidently means “spe
ciRc” or “definite,” and I find that this
sense is recognized io current dictionar-
ies, even in the Concise  O*fnf,  though it
doesn’t appear in the QED or its recent
Snpplemeat.  But in ordinary use (as op
posed to the philosophical use, which is
more complex) a concrete object is one
that has material, tangible reality;  some
thmg that can be kicked, like the stone
with which Samuel Johnson refuted
Bishop Berkeley. Let’s contine  the word
to this mesning.  If you waot to indicate
that a recommendation is or isn’t.specif-
ic, or an accomplishment d&mite.  those
words are ready to hand and generally
understood. To borrow one that has a
different generally  understood meaning
iust adds to the growinn fuzziness of
modem communi&tion.  -
PRIOR TO. FOLLOWING: NOac of this
gmp of AiPs  uvls in the House  p&r to
19Sd.  I recommended changing prior to
to E&s. or - perhaps better in this
sentence - urtil. The editor I was talk-
ing to asked why. Well, I said, I just
didn’t like it: but I promised to write
about it

Prior to and filtowiog  are simply pre-
tentious  substitutes for before  and qf%
“those simple and familiar words are
quite capable of doing thdr own work,”
says Gowers in Plain  Words.  Fowler says
that @for  to “is incongruous . . . except
in contexts involving a connexion  be-
tween the two events, more essential
than the simple time relation, as in Co*
did&s  most deposit secwi~ prior to the
ballot.” This  is a bit subtle for me, but I
suooose  he means that briar to is all
I%$ &en there is the n&on of a pre
reauisite: however. isn’t tbat notion fulls
CO,&& by rnmti In ‘mat&s Of USage I
don’t often disagree with Fowler, and
don’t often say “never.” But here I will
do both: never use prior to.

As for/bllozoing,  since it’s not a prep*
sition but a participle, normally used ad-
jectivally, it tends to attach itself to the
subject of the sentence, with rather odd
eIfects  sometimes: FoIfowing  Brian  Ma&
mney, JoAu  Turnerspoke.

FIRST PERSON SINGIlL&  Another  eva-
sion of the first person that I might have
mentioned in the January-February  issue
under the heading ME, MYSELF, AND I is
the journsliitic  habit - or is it a role laid
down in schools of journalism? - of sub
stituting  (I reporter  for I or ms;  the minis-
ter told (I reporta  that. . . . When  I used
to visit England often I found it f!rst
startling, and then refreshing, to find by-
line writers in the London press actually
saying I and me right out there in public
on the front pages. Canadian papers,
please copy.
OBTUSE: A reader thinks I was wrong to
assume in the December issue that the
reviewer who csiled_Marshall McLuhan
obtuse  really meant  obscure.

The meaning [of obt&l is not nace*
sarily  or only “stupid.” My dictionary
gives a wider range. Indeed, I think it
has cqme  into use as ao adjsctivc  from
its use kigcometiy.  An obtuse aogle  is
the opposite of an acute angle, and
these two adjectives have migrated
into other usages.  *Acute”  in literature
means sharp. pointed! right on. etc.
‘Obtuse” is the oppomte:  difise. not
easily focused, blunt hard to under-
stand. etc. There  is often  no precise
meaning to words in our admirable
English laogoaga
This is a noble and generous effort to

give the reviewer the benefit of the
doubt, and Pm all for being kind to re-
viewers; but it doesn’t convince me. It’s
true that obtase and acute come from
Latin past participles meaning “blunted”
and “sharpened” respectiveIy;  hence the
use in geometry to describe angles
greater or mpaller than a tight angle. In
this  sense both words arrived in English
with the fust translation of Euclid in
1570. But obtasa  in the figurative  sense
“stupid” first appeared in print  in 1569.

In modem dictionaries that define the
predominant current meaning of each
word first, the Sense ‘stupid” is regularly
in this position. (The same is true of the
sense %UeRiint”  for acute.) Now look

agaiu  at what the reviewer actually said:
For someoae obsessed urith  communica-
tion, McLuhan is notoriously  obtuse ia
print. In other words. he often failed to
communicate hi meaning-  he was: ob

scwe,  not obtuse.
SOCALLED:  l%e soxallsd  new&  indust+
&sing  countn2s  (MC& An editor vary
properly changed this to the ssady  iadas-
trialising  counhiac  (NIfX. as they are
called. When it comes before a noun, so-
coiled  usually indicates that the speaker
or writer is contemptuously rejecting the
designation: this so-called genius. To
avoid misunderstandi  we should re
strict it to this use exclusively, so that
we won’t say the sozalled  nemly  indust&
&sing countries unless we mean either
that these countries Rave been secretly
industrializing for many years or that
they actually have no industry at all.

There is a use of so called-following
a noun and without a hyphen - that
doesn’t carry the connotation of doubt:
the srowsiwe  rabbit, so called JYom its’
large,  heaoilyfuwed/sst.
INTO: This is such a common word that
an ordinary in often exerts a magnetic
attmction on a followhag  to. producing M
into where iis not wanted and usually
has a ludicrous effect: the Tomrtodom
prodrtcer  . _ . settta into dinner ia her
hornetnon Clay Scott in the Globe and
Mail). A messy way to treat a meal. This
trap is especially dangerous with the
verb tam: the co? twoed  into II dtioewox
I tanled into o depaeent  store. El

This unique CoBection presents the
work of over seventy of Canada's
beht writers and spans more than

twocenturies,reveaBnga
fascinating range of cuhuraI

backgrounds, tomporamcnts  and
styles.  Susanna  Mood&  Pauline

Johnson, Dorothy Livcaay,
Elizabeth Smart, P. K Pago,  Miriam

Wadclmgton,  Jay MacPherscm,
Margaret Aviaon,  Adele Wiioman,

Joy Kogawa,  Margaret Atwood,
Gwendolyn Ma&van,  Susan

Musgravo  and Paulette. Jilts are only
a faw of the outstafniingpoets

repros&ted.
19 5406885  320 pages Paperbound

$19.95

Oxford IJniversity  Press, Canada
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500 islanders whose back-
grounds or jobs gave them
special access to P.E.L’s  rich
oral heritage. Questionnaires
were also sent out to senior
citizens. followed by hvo field-
work surveys covering the en-
tire island. Finally, other di-
alectical dictionaries and
more than 900 diaries, letters,
and  other literary sources (es-
peciaUy.  notes the editor, the
novels of L. M. Montgomery)
from the island’s public
archives were consulted.

The result is a superbly
readable dictionary that rever-
berates with the real. living
language of a people and yet
is scholarly enough to satis@
the most ardent wordmonger.
The obvious comparison is
with the Dictionary of New-
fomdtand English (DhW;
with 873 entries it is much
shorter, but wading though it
is everv bit as much fun as
swim&ng in the 600-page
DNE. One of the DPEIEs
best features is the lengthy
quotations it gives in @port
of each word, many of them
from taped interviews, that
add up to a End of oral histo-
ry of the island% mti occupa-
tions - lobster fishing. potato
growing, fox farming, and
Irish mossing. Thus we get
under ckowder,  for instance, a
d&ition  - Irish moss m’uted
with other matter in order to
raise Lhe weight and price -
followed by a series of quota-
tions from mossers:  “Some
fishermen make a moss chow
der before they sell it so they
will have a heavier load and
get more money.” Elsewhere
we learn that chowder was
generally made from moss
mixed with “shoestring,” a
kind  of eel grass. (In New-
foundland, a chowder is a con-
coction of black spruce
boughs and molasses, taken
to prevent scurvy.) In neither
dictionary is it thought necee
sary to give the original or
OED definition of the word -
a thick fish soup. derived
from the French word for
cooking pot, ckandih.

The dictionary proper is M-
lowed by an essay in which
Pratt discusses the origins
and usage of many of the dic-
tionary’s entries. The main

language  sources are  not SUT-
prising: English, Scotlish,
Irish, and Acadian, with some
Miiac thrown in for flavour-
iog. What is surprising  is that
individual words a& not con-
fined in their usage to the eth-
nic group of their origin:
“Whatever their origin,” Pratt
found, “most words are dif-
fused in the general popula-
tion.” As examples, Pratt
hacked five Scottish words -
scm,  skitkm,  spouty,  stirk,  and
stob - and found that they
were in broad use throughout
tbe island, not just among is-
landers of Scottish ancestry:
17 per cent of the Acadians
polled used scra and spouty
as part of their regular
speech..These  and other ob-
servations, aIong with the dic-
tionary itself, make the
DPEIE a worthy addition to
tbe growing family of regional
wordbooks from the Atlantic
provinces: the DNE,  Lewis
Poteet’s  S&h Shore Phrase
Book, and Pascal Poirier’s
fivevolume Glossairs  Acadia

-WAYNE GRADY

om ENEMY.luIcE

ALL CORNINESS aside, Phil
Hall cares ‘about this bsrbed-
wire world of oars. Old Enem
Juice, his eighth collection;
triestocometotermswithau
sorts of aches and shudders,
everything from sexism to sm-
tide. ‘Our disappointments/
have become. our shields,” he
writes and then proceeds io
dmp as many defences as he
can, offen  shocking us with
the nakedness of his compas-
si0n.

The first section of the
book ‘is about men witk
women: lovers, ex-husbands,
abusers. friends. Experiment-
iog with different  men’s lives.
diierent versions of himself,
Hall’s poems are short and
surreal, sometimes just a step
away from weird. Almost
eve-v one of them contains a
gasp, a glimpse for tbe male
reader of his own manhood’
distorted in a funhouse mir-

mr. Hall inspires recognition

Further into the book there
is an explosive long poem
called The. War in Ontario,”

and responsibility.

anattempttogmp  ewiththe
! .hatred he felt for IS own I%-

ther, a mti who -. . . hunted/
down my mother and killed
her/ in legal ways.m a rage
leading to a final section bf
poems, entitled “Proof,” that
pokes through the rubble of a
half-ruined society with a
razor blade in one hand, a
heart in the other.

Old Enemy Juice is the
quirkiest,  wisest work that
Hall has written, an often
thrilling blast of fiery air.
Melting hearts and thawing
minds, Hall has even earned
himrelf this mid-career epi-
taph: “A syllabus of suicides
turned him into a scrapper/
He backed out with his songs
up like gloves.”

-BARRYDEMPSTBR

WHOSE MONEY IS IT
ANYWAY?  THE SHOW-
DOWN ON PENSIONS
byAnn-

ANYONE attempting a popular
book about pensiqns  faces  a
daunting task The issues are
dry and complex and  the very
root of the matter is-a
prospect most of us avoid: the
certainv of a&g.

Ann Finlayson,  as ignorant
as most of us when she
began, has clearly mastered
the subject She has not, how-
ever, made it come alive. She
begins by examining the
backgrolind  of the Canada
Pension Plan, its many flaws
and the. abortive efforts to re-
form it. This occupies the 6rst
thbd of the book, and it’s bard
goinp.  A few more case histc-
ries would put flesh on these

layson’s  attack on the private

do@  bones.

pension industry. At issue is
who bene6ts and who s&em
from inflation, and who really

There is more lie in Fin-

owns the money that has ac-
cumulated in the private pen-
sion plans  Which are now the
biggest  pool of investment
capital in the co&ry~ Clearly,
r:ny employers thmk they

hs inflation erodes the
value of the benefits these
funds have undertaken to pay,
it swells the funds them-
selves. These days a typical
fund earns sb per cent more
than it is obliged to pay out
Instead of keeping faith with
employees by using the sur-
plus to restore the value of
benefits, many employers
give themselves “a contribu-
tion holiday.” Some have
made huge withdrawals.
Some have wound up pension
plans, paid off their obliia-
lions, and pocketed the sur-
plus:

Because regulatory  control
of such abuse is slack, aad be
cause many unions .reflect
their members’ apathy on
pension issues. this plunder
will continlre  if we let it

I IAW&NCE  JACKSON

wHEIwETHEYcTA&lE
DEPOKXtXON  FROM
CANADA 1900-1935

thzima~~~w*.%O~
%4.%MPU umv 0. mo 01% 6)

THIS SlVDY of the deporta-
tion practices between the
years 1900 and 1935 of the
Department of Immigration
(which operated dm those
years under a variety of
names) is quite timely in the
light of the departme& new
immigration bill, which pm-
vides for “forced repatriation”
of refugees  whose claims are
deemed to be unacceptable.
As .Barbara  Roberta makes
dear  in her detailed analysis.
Canada has a long and inglori-
ous history of using deport&
tion to edforce  a selective
immigration policy. She con-
tends that deportation was
used as a m.eans of ridding

ing those who-had &&ed
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citizenship, whom members
of tbe government bureauma-
cy would rather not have let
in in the 9rst place.

Roberts, now a pmfeasor  at
Concordii  University in Mon-
treal, describes herself as a
“self-imposed political exile”
who came to Canada from the
United States in 1970. In this
study she focuses mainly ou
the foRen illegal) deportation
of “radicals and dissidents”
durbrg the period in qurstiun
and the systematic deporta-
tion of the foreigir-born  unem-
ployed during the Depression.

She does not paint a pretty
picture. Deportation orders
were generslly politicaUy  m*
tivated. decided in secret
without judicial intervention,
and tbe result of bureaucratic
Bat among a small group of
faceless and unaccountable
functionaries. Although  scm-
pulously  researched (using
many of the department’s own
documents) the book is hin-
dered by Roberts’s pedestrian
writing style (especially con-
siderhrg the incendiary nature
of her charges) and the lack

of an index
- NORMANSIGURDSON

STRONG  SOCIAL conscious-
ness rings from every page of
this collection of essays,
speeches, prose. poetry, and
personal testimony. But in the
face of a weapons industry
that uses the term  “collateral
damage” to refer to the
human casualties thaf  would

‘result if a nuclear war broke
out, a little peace jingoism is
probably a good thbrg.

Not that it’s all rhetoric.
There 8% dulbresses.  and pe-
lections  so brief as to raise
the suspicion that they were
included merely for the sake
of fattening the list of contrib
utors.  It is, without padding,
an impressive assembly of in-
ternationally known writers,
activists, and political tigures:
Marguerite Duras, Toni Mor-
rison, Anna Akhmatoya,  Gri-
ana Fallaci, Isabel Allende.

Aspects of hdustrial  Archaeolo~

I n  O n t a r i o
by Dianne Neweli and

Ralph Greenhill

The Rideau  Gmal  0 Early Gmnd TrunkRaiiwny Bridges
and Stations 0 The Hamilton Pumphouse  0 Gooderham
& Warts  Distillery Toronto 0 Belt and LinAhajting
ltrrnsmission  ofRwer  0 The Jerker System@  Pumping
Oil, Lambton County Q London and Guelph  Sonp
Works 0 The St. Cfair  Tunnel 0 The Whirlpool Rapids
Bridge  and its Predezessols  0 The Peterborough Lift Lock

240  pages, SHxll,  hardcover
W B&W photos and i8ustrations $33.50

THE BOSYr0iv  &4vxIL~ B&S
l32MAINSTREE~

ERIN,ONTARlO NOBllU
(519) 833-2407 Fax: (519) 833-2195

Helen Caldicott,  Winnie Man-
dela, and more. Generally, the
most compelling pieces are
the personal testimonies,
which are not written by
“names.” The least affect&
with some exceptions. are the
poems. Though it!s a-poet -
Carolyn For&,  an American
who has spent time in El Sal-
vador, Beirut, and South
Africa - who offers one of
the most thought-provoking
selectlons,  an essay examin-
brg her role as “tbe poet from
the privileged world” who
“writes  ‘about  the suffering of
others.“Ihe truth is, the tea&
ership  of this book fbxluding
me) is likely also privileged,
able to read ‘about” the ef-
fects of U.S. nuclear testing
on residents of the Marshall
Islands, the devastation of
counter-insurgency wars in El
Salvador  and Afghanistan, the
brutalby  of apartheid. For&
doesn’t see those deadly Isis.
Eke militarism and racism, as
part of an abstract, evil (male)
System, but as part of all of us
in “the privileged world.”

I have gripes about Women
ou War. its indusions and ex-
elusions.  But they fade when I
read Grace P&y’s’  poetic fit-
Bon, or Carol  Cohn’s stiugbrg

_ and authoritative inside ac-
count of nuclear-arms strate-
gists, or the story of a sur-
vivor of the atomic bombing
of Nagasaki. They fade in the
bright ring of what really  ora
“essential voicbs”  in these
dmigemus times.

‘. --BARBARACARRy

HOMIZOM’N  HEROJZS
by Paul Quarrhrgton
Coilias, %2%&a.  526% dotIt U9iW
03 217919 91

THERE ARE MANY great
sports legends in this country,
but the Canadian National
Hockey Team that won the
1987 Izvestia  Tournament in
the Soviet Union and then,
after some questionable per-
sonnel changes, came in
fourth in the Calgary
Olympics is not among them.
And yet,. by focusing his
shrewd storyteller’s eye and
familiar wit on the subject,
Paul Quarrington has fash:
ioned an entertabdng and re-
vealing  account of the sbng-
gles of this  team.

Quarrington sets out to be !:.
the kind of sp.qrtswriter he :i
has long admired. When ‘the
game is a bad one,” he writes, :.

the sportswriters spin their . .
cigars slowly and am sad.
Sometimes the game is a
good one, and the sports_
miters place their palsied
Gngers  on to the heartof
something. In both cases,
sportswriters go to the _ :
brpers  and produos  poetry.

However, by the tie Quar-
rington has gotten to know

;

the team, learned and re-
counted each player’s story,

’ : ~1.’

rejoiced with the players in
\ :.

victory, dmwned with them in
defeat, and jogged miles with

\<
: :

their coach, Dave King,
spo&writers  have collectively .

;:,

become a arainless creature”
awaiting the team at the air-.
port moving “Eke something
out of a horror movie, tra&
pling small’children that got
in its way.”

Quarrington’s travels with
the ‘Nats* becomes as much
a journey of human discovery
as an expose  of a sports team.
Talking to Claude V&rain,
the only black play% on tbe
team, he unearths a long ba-
dition of racial discrbnbmtion
in hockey. He realizes. that
there is ‘no way a z&its  play%
of Claude’s talent and size
would have been so complete
ly overlooked by the NHL”
He also puts to rest the
picayune comments of base-
ball “poofs”  and others about
hockey’s Emitations, conchrd-
ing that the Emits of time and
space in the game actually
heighten the excitement Un-
fortunately, they intensify the
violence as well.  Conversely,
the level of bonding Qusniug-
ton finds on the team is
beyond community, “at a lcvei
most of us can’t fathom  . . .
these boys all single cells of a
greater bdng, linked together
telepathically.” The poetry
that Quarrington, at the out-
set, found in some sportswit-
ers, he himself produces
here. ?Vbat matters to me_
about hockey,” he unites, “is
that to play it well requires
both intelligence and skill,
mind and body, and when a
young man plays it well he is
fuli  of grace and glory.“.

-JosEPHEwIEs
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FIRST NOVEL k WAR0

Rick §alzkti~‘s  fi& novel is tke story of Oskar,  the savage
and bemused observerbf life, faitk, ideas about,the  ways we change

and the ways we don’t, post-war Toronto, his fiends, his rivals,
himself, and history (his own and tke.worldW

T HE WINNER of this year's  W. II.
Smith/Books in Canada First
Novel Award is Rick Salutin,

the Toronto journalist and playwright
His plays include the well-known
1537: The  Farmers’ Revolt and Les
Cmadiens;  both won Chalmers
Awards. He has published articles and
culhual  commentary in many CanadE
an magazines; he is a regular colum-
nist (as ?he Culture Vulture”) in niis
Msgesiae. His biography of Rent Row-
ley, The Organizer A Canadian Union
Lfi, appeared in 1980, and a collection
of his journalism, iKzrgi~:al  Notes:
Cknllewes  to the Mainstream, was
publish&l  in 1984.

Sshrtin  didn’t benin  to write until he
was 28. He studied theology at Cohnn-
bii University in New York, intending
to become a rabbi, then withdrew from
the seminary and became involved in
left politics. Rehnning  to Canada at 28,’
he discovered the&e,  history, and a
Canadian political consciousness that
was to provide the propelling energy of
his writing. In 1985, he began work on
A Man ofLittle Faith.

Why did he turn his attention from
theatre to the novel? “I’d been writhrg
prose, mostly journalism, for years,
ever since I’d begun writing. in fact. I
found that the journalism was becom-
hrg more and more ‘fictional’ -it had
scenes, dramatic action, characters, di-
alogue. Friends pointed this out to me
and said, Why don’t you just get on
with it?

‘I’d been out of theatre for some
time. The kinds of plays that are most
pmduced  are not the kind I want to
write, the kind  I have written in the
past. The theatre here doesn’t have

the resources available for the plays
I’d like to write.

“In the the&e,  too, a titer can hide
behind his characters. I liked the direct
voice I had always used in my journal-
ism. The appeal of the novel is that you
can speak diictiy to the reader.”

He is at work on another novel, and
he has, he says, ‘eleven or twelve

_ more sketched out in my mind.”

Here are the judges’ comments on
the six short-listed novel?

Nigel Berrisford:  The standard
this year was so uniformly high as to
make it almost impossible to choose
behveen such &ceilent  contenders. I
have picked A Casual Emfalily  by Neil
Bissoondatb as my choice for best first
novel, though I found the choice ex-
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tremely dtcult  as the novels of Janice
Kulyk Keefer, Joan Clark, and Rick
Salutin  were also  of such a high stan-
dard as to make worthy winners in
most years..

My choice for winner. A Casaol
Bmtaliry,  is a great first novel, written
with tremendous assurance, which be-
lies the fact that it’s Bissoondath’s
first. The central character, Dr. Raj
Ramsingh, looks at the crumbling,
brutal world of his homeland with de-
spair but understanding. A magnifi-
cent novel.

My second choice The  Vietory of
Geraldine  Cull, by Joan Clark. A great
new Canadian character, Geraldine
Gull, dominates this complex novel,
full of memorable images captured by
superb  descriptive writing. The village
of Niska  leaps from the pages with one
vivid description after another. Packed
with interesting characters, this is a
msjor novel.

Set in Spruce Hsrbour,  Nova Scotia,
. Constellations, by Janice K&k Keefer,
is a beautifully written novel about a
collection of cultural misfits. The fig-
ure of Claire Saulnier is a real and
complex woman and there are many
convincingly drawn minor characters.
My own favourite  is the postmaster
Delbert. who is omniscient about the
lives of Spruce Harbour  residents. A
charming, well-written novel.

Oskar. the ugly but very appealing
central character of A Man of Little
Faith. Rick Salutin’s  novel, is a great
fictional creation. The book is a tour  de
&cc of good writing and characteliza-
tion. My only criticism would be that
it’s too crammed with ideas, dialogue,
and arguments, and has a lack of
continuity.
L January,  Febnrav.  /me or July,  by
Helen Fogwill  Porter, is a perceptive
and’moving  Srst novel, and very well
written. It captures precisely the
closed world of 15 or lgyearald  girls.
The awful terror of a young girl who
becomes pregnant is well realized.

Electnzal  Stem,  by David Homel,  is
set in the Ws, and is full of drugs, sex,
violence, and murder. This novel
moves at breakneck speed. The dia-
logue is excellent. The book as a
whole, however, is jerky and disjobited.

Elisabeth  Harvorr My choice for the
award this year is Rick Salutin’s A
Maa of Little  Faith. It’s a whole and
human book. Also a very intelligent
and generous one - a book that in
fact demonstrates with verbal wizardry
the dierence,  in authorial  voice, be-
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hveen generosity and self-indulgence.
In spite of a somewhat tired beginning
(and also a disappointingly familiar
final paragraph) tbe novel, once it hits
its stride, has the joyful and artless
feel of ao extended anecdote (but an
anecdote that is complex, tender, and
innovative). Salutin  is a wonderful
stylist  we are never presented in his
work (as we too often are in the work
of many first-time novelists) with the
reverent and sorry spectacle of the
writer Being a Writer - on the con-
trary, A Man ofljttle Faith is a 6ne ar-
gument for what a,novel  of ideas
should be able to do: create a buoyant
relationship behveen information,,
emotion, rhythm, and language. The
novel’s story is the story of Oskar, a
German Jewish refugee who not only
doubts. but also doubts his own
doubts. then rides over all these
doubts to become a savage and be-
mused observer. Of what? Of every-
thing: faith, ideas about the ways we
change and the ways we don’t, post-
war Toronto, his friends, his rivals (in
his case they are the sam6  people),
himself (another rivaI), his history
(his own and the world’s), as well as
his “futile fantasy about being a histo-
rian - as a sort of personal stand
against myth.” There isn’t much iigu-
rative  language in A Man of Little
Fnftlr  - its charm is rather in its per-
fect pacing and in the sorrowfully
comic music of its prose: still,  tb im-
ages that  are contained.in  the ookt
are’often original and precise, as in
this’ brief description of Oskar spying
on his students  at the Pillar of Fire Re-
ligious School: “. . . he often slips into
the old choir loft, which is screened
from view by a grillwork like a lattice
of dinosaur bones.” It is this image of
Oekar  as someone childlike - some-
one who spies, envies, doubts, kungsrs
- that forms a bond with  the child in
tbe reader (or at least with the child in
this reader). In fact I was sometimes
reminded, reading Oskar’s story, of
another great (and tormented and
brave) doubter, Kafka, who wrote:
“‘There are possibilities for me, cer-
tainly: but under what stone do they
lie?” Picking up one stone affer anoth-
er, Oskar, more bravely than he
knows, live6  his life.

In Joan Clark’s  Tize  Kcto~ of Gwal-
d.k Gwtt. I really admired the physical
sense of the history of things. For ex-
ample: the description of the art teach-
er as she sits sketching on a kitchen
chair at the edge of a gully. and of
what the.easel  is made of. what diier-

ent uses things have been put to, what
foods have been bought at the Hud-
.son’sBay  store, the contents of
kitchen cirpboards,  etc. Also the way
Clark demythologizes native people,
but keeps a respect for them that
seems human rather than politiglly
correct. Mo& af the time, anyway.
There are a few problems: I some-
times felt there was a certain authorial
fastidiousness, padicularly in the
scenes involiing  the teacher ‘AWla
Coyle,  and one of the youngSwampy
Cree men. Patrick Eagle. But the iti-
agery in the book is impressive -
both  original and northern, as in this
description of the white boas, Pawley.
and his woman, out in a blind in the
tundra, waiting for geese: ‘:They
watched‘them, hopping from foot to
foot in tbe cold, their hands curled up
in their sleeves like paws.” Also the
description of Sal Pawley’s hair as
‘dull  but curved up like a dog’s tail.
But in a )vay,  it is also this love of
Clark’s for the world and her fascma-
tion  with how everythii  is put togeth-
er that works against a strong emo-
tional build-up of feeling between the
characters. Still, she hap mainly, man-
aged to keep her work free of the taint
of ideological worthiness, and the
sense of place she has been able to
evoke in her deicriptions  of shacks
and northern schoolhouses and the
way the “current seems to slide rather
than push, as if ,slowed by the warm
sun,” are often really fine.

Calling a book unpretentious is gen-
erally thought to be damning it with
tint praise, but Helen Fog@  Porter’s
Jaawa?y,  February, Jmre or July is the
sort of short, modest  book that could
give unpretentiousness a good name.
The story is a familiar rite-of-passage
story set in tbe poor SL John’s Centre
area of Newfoundland’s capital city,
but it stays so close to ita 15yearold
protagonist that there were moments
when I felt more absorbed in the
world of the Novak family than  I did in
the worlds created by any of the other
writers in this group. That the story is
predictable is probably the greatest
mark against it, and sometimes the
marriage of dialect to words like “per-
haps” and “mundane” and ‘ludicmus”
seems odd, and occasionally diaIogue
is made to do work that could better
have been ‘done by narrative, but as
the novel progresses it becomes more
and more clear that Porter has.a fine
gti for making the ordinary exlraordi-
nary. Also, altbough+he  story  at times
tlii  dangerously  with sentimentality,

1 . .

ANOVEL

n immmse amount c
Jewish leamfrig  an

&idic  lore  [packed] into
svel  that’s moving, wise, an
zry, ;ery funny . . .  Lerma
iumphs  with the story of
w i s h  .inaurance  salesmar
rimed  by his dead father
lose  into ministing  to th
liritual  needs of a congreg
on of losers and crazies.
@ally inventive happer
,ga, misadventures with th
cala (and with hia father’
ithetic  foll&e.rs)  and muc
offering  brought on by desir
B a beautiful, provocativ
righbour.‘..  leads him to ope
1s heart and attach him&
I God.
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the two love stories, the one involving
Heather Novak and an 18-year-old
hockey player, and the one involving
her dying grandmother and the grand-
mother’s second husband, are very
t o u c h i n g .

Neil Bissoondath’s  A Casual Bndol-
ity may be the most didactic thriller
ever written. Because the first-person
voice is so lugubrious and even in an
innocent sort of way pompous, the ini-
tial impression is of a book whose au-
thor has worked very hard. Too hard,
even. But the melodrsma  of the shuc-
ture calls such a belief into question:
doesn’t melodrama as a structural
choice always signal an unwillingness
on the part of the writer to do the real
work of writing? Over and over again
in this book, Bissoondath walks away
from a scene at the very moment we
most need him  to hang around and tell
us what happens next. He is a clinical
writerrather  than an imaginative one
- there’s no original imagery in this
novel. no seeing the world with the
eye of a poet or child; there is instead
a good deal of meticulous and even mi-
croscopic writing and sometimes.
when it hasn’t been too deliberately
submerged in the text (to foreshadow
a later event). this writing can  be pow-

erful - powerful enough to make me
feel that Bissoondath, at least in this
stage of his lie.  could be a fine non&-
tion writer. But is he ready to be let
loose in the world of feelings? I have
my doubts.

The problem is that Bissoondath
moves his characters around in the
novel like doomed little pawns. As for
the five or six scenes that are dazzling
as pictorial events, they work hardly at
all as emotional events. Bissoondath,
like many beginning novelists, suffers
from lyrical and moral ovwreach,  and
as a result of it over and over agGn in
this book we meet up with what feels
like strategy, not tragedy.

1 had diiculty  entering the worlds
created by David Homel  and Janice
Kulyk Keefer. The Homel  book is the
breezier of the hvo  and because of this

TIE

Blue

Raven

Ted Harrison weaves a
story that echoes ancient
Native tales - part
myth, part fable, and full
of adventure. The Blue
Raven is illustrated with
twelve oiiginal painting5
that depict the majesty
and mystery of the
North.
516.95 HardWW P!! Macmillan’ of Canada

I had an easier time getting through it
The Keefer book is much more ambi-
tious and &!&fed. I got such  a feal-
ing of words and information having
been pelted at the page in a way that
seemed to trivialize feelings rather
than deepen them; and so many of the
chamcters  seemed so affected and dii
*I. An example:

He is sitting  with the Comtesse in
her boudoir while Antoinette plays
endless sets of tennis  with the gar-
dener in the cow behind the sta-
bles, courts tastefully screened
from view by a thick juniper hedge.
The old woman is skeletally  erect in
her bed. indiioeoloured  spectacles
over her near-dead eyes, and what
remains of her flesh is swathed in
batiste and antique lace, faintly
rusty in places. He reaches forward
to the night table to pour her a
glass of ice-water from the crystal
decanter - pour it with  consum-
mate skill, tact. deference - like a
head waiter at a fiv&ar hotel, An-
toinette had once sneered.
Every time I opened this book I

would feel a tem%le  anxiety, which I
finally put down to the’fact that I
seemed to be g&ng up anxiely  Tom
the author herself. There’s such a tone
of archness to this book, and doesn’t
archness usually hide anxiety! There’s
a lack of trust, really - trust in the
reader. I also feel that Keefer has
handicapped herself by placing pas-
sages from Rilke’s Letters  to a Young
Poet here and there in the narrative.
Coming upon one of these thoughtful
thoughts is like coming upon a spring
of clear water after hacldng  your way
through a verbal thicket

Jack McClelland: Neil Biisoondath’s
A Casual Bnitali&  has been highly
praised by some critics, and perhaps
he deserves all that praise, but I do not
rank either his book or David Homel’s
Ekctriud  Storms very hiih among the
six novelists in thii competition.

Rick Mutin’s  novel, 4 Man of Little
Faith, bad me thinking this is a superb

’ playwright but not a great novelist I
think he should stick to the short
story, a form he would handle very
well. I found it extremely di&ult  to in-
volve myself with  his characters or
even to believe in them.

Helen Fogwill  Porter has a very spe-
cial gift and  a warm insightful feeling
for Newfoundland, and I can well un-
derstand why Janua~,  Febrnury.  June
or Jub was included among the tinal-
ists. Having said that, I had some feel-
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ing that she had extreme difficulty
stretching this  out to novel length. I
felt I should like to know  much, much
more about the principal characters.

The Vichy of Geraldine Gull is an-
other matter. This is a Erst-rate  writer.
In the main, I had the inevitable con-
clusion that she is better at the short-
story length than as a novelist, but she
writes with conviction and her charac-
ters sre real. I may have been put off
by the idiotic jacket design; publishers
should insist that the designers have
at least some idea of the content of the
book. It is a very serious subject, and
Joan Clark is a firstclass writer, but I
don’t think the novel length is quite
her strength yet

The clear winner is Janice Kulyk
Keefer and her book Constellations.
She is a ghted writer, cares about her
subject matter, and  handles the novel
length with  great skill and ease.

Leon Rooked  Helen Fogwill  Porter’s
Jarmary,  Febnmy,  June or July has
&arm.  and there is considerable sen-
sitivity in its portrayal of the gentle 15
year-old heroine whose experiences
with her equally innocent boyfriend
result in her pregnancy and the even-
tual aborting of both the fetus and her
first love. The character’s home Iii in
St John’s, her relationship with moth-
er and sisters and a few Riends,  is
vividly drawn and has many endeating
moments. But dissatisfactions I had
with the novel are not of a trivial kind.
Tbe work, aimed, as it oRen  appears to
be, at a teenage audience, is so overt
in its sociology that one suspects at
times the book is meant to he an in-
struction manual for sexually active
young girls. Heather’s actual surgical
experiences seem in large part de-
signed to ease the mbrds of teenagers
unlucky enough to share this hero-
ine’s pliiht;  all involved could not be
nicer, and the end result is that
Heather is reunited with her family,
her community, and the versifier’s
world she adores. My larger complaint.
is that while the novel seemingly fits
very much into the realistic mode (the
characters drink Tang, eat Kraft din-
ners, and have as tbe height of their
aspirations a job at K-Mart or Wool-
worths)  much in these characters’
lives has been so simplified  that the
novel dangerously veers towards the
false report. Not to emphasize this,
however. I liked the book; it’s nice,
and is imbued with genuine warmth.

I felt not nearly so kindly  about Neil
Bissoondatb’s  A C&xal Bmtatity.  As

surediy. the author has uncommon tal- erode; despite periodic recoveries, the
ent and will likely go on to write distin- stamina is largely gone. Keefer seems
guished fictipn. but this first’ novel is to sense this, and continues to offer up
far from that. The novel’s structure, new chamcters  and widen her horizon
with its arbitrary jumps fmm past to - she writes convincingly, for in-
present, from Toronto to a besieged stance, fmm assorted points of view.
West Indian island in the Caribbean, is intellectual to illiterate. But the novel
easy on the author but rather hard on has got away from her and full  recov-
us. Structure, though, is the least of ery is impossible. Her mistake, I think,
this book’s offences. Bissoondath was in choosing to load the novel’s
overwrites. Ponderous introspection, plot-impetus with the imported charac
in this novel, foams as freely as draft ter. Bertrand, a Franfais do Fmnce -
beer at your local pub. A good many who came out of the air and could not
diiculties  might have been alleviated bear the weight - rather than with
had the author used a third-person Claire,  who came out of the heart, and
point of view, for that in fact is what with full trust from the author might
his first-person voice is. Worse yet, we have provided us fin  a tight, modem

to last without side:stepping  OP

pumuing blind alleys, cwp@my,
Qi- lea.-fpog$ing’tQ  cm unearned elm?,

it is Sa1uti.a who hs it_ . . .
!Ehe QG~~QP’S iategdy is iatact

cm QVmy  pa&p

learn on the novel’s final pages that
the wife, whom the narrator tolerated,
and the son, whom he loved, were
killed in the (island’s) violent social
upheaval that prompted the novel’s
telling in the first place. A novel must
have ao ending. and clearly this hit of
news was reserved in order that there
be one. It is simply not credible -this
isn’t related from a psychiatrist’s chair,
after alI - that a narrator who  remem-
bers everything, including how hi lips
tightened against his teeth at the
smallest altercation 30 years earlier,
and. who offers  judicious explanation
and analysis of all else entering his do-
main, trivial to significant, would not
have had occasion through 370 pages
at least to allude to the single tragic
event that hurt him most. Thus is the
entire novel undermined. Raj  Rams-
brgh,  we are told on the jacket, is a de
cent man; even in those sections
where I believed in his existence, and
where the writing was skiiful.  I did not
like bbn.

Janice Kulyk Keefefs Consteitotio~
begins brilliantly. Oh boy, I thought,
what a hook! But once Keefer removes
herself from the point of view of the
windswept Claire, whose 41 pages
open the novel, its narrative drive be-
gins to sputter, and finally to severely

novel rather than the old-fashioned,
quite conventional one Constellation
becomes) with a notable work of art.
The novel wears itself out finally with
weary undulation of character and un-
folding of plot, a case, I expect of the
author  sighting her book’s difficulties
and unable to abandon the salvaging
impulse. This  is a dreary appraisal of
the whole: forget the whole and you
find yourself  with numemus  uarres of
fiercely good writing. _ -

The Victory of Geraldine Gull: Joan
Clark’s children’s work I have long ad;
mired, and I admire this, her Rist
adult novel. Each of the characters in
this northern environment is invested
with authentic Iii, and generates our
deeoest interest They  are an assorted
lot, and all are genuine keepers of the
tale unfolding. The author’s sensibii&
is refined  and enact We like her @be
author): we like them It is a very read-
able, and engrossing, book, though
some mistakes have been made. The
first is a tactical one, occurring mid-
way, when the pivotal character -
“crazy” Geraldine, the Indian woman
responsible for keeping the novel’s
plot going - meats up with  her long-
lost son in a Winnipeg bar. (She had
been down on her luck after a series of
disasters, young, a drunk and a prosif-
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We; her infant child had been taken
from her; afterwards, the son went on
to become a revered Indian artist, she
to become the %a$ Geraldine of the
title.) The coincidence of this reunion
is repellent (and unnecessary - Clark
felt she needed an explanation for how
the mother, in the novel’s true time,
came to be in possession of the son’s
paintings - ) but one rOrgives  her. 1
forgive her too for sacticing  charac-
ter to plot in the book’s resolution
(one envisions movie cameras
revving) when all becomes too pre-
dictable, a swollen river inundating
the village and all its occupants em-
barking upon the ark that Geraldine’s
redeemed husband has been con-
structing from the first pages. Until
this ending, the plot serves well and is
not nearly so fanciful aa this bare out-
line suggests, though it is Clark’s solid
characterization. her politics, her
clean style, and the narrative’s lively
movement that make The Victory a
solid choice for this short list

David Homel’s  Elect&al  Storers
we
thal human condition, and exists as a gen-
act
"loa

uine document of our passage. Noth-
Il;ing,”  as one character here says. . “_ . . .about anotner,  -for somemmg  to nap

ing false about this  report; A lMon  of
or puuery,  or leap-irogging  to an un- + Little Faith gets my vote. 0

ns with promise and intermittently
: promise remains afloat, despite an
Tying  sense that the pages are

The classiest novel - and a classy
one in whatever company - is Rick
Salutin’s A Man 0fLinlc  F&z. If faith,
the author’s, is what keeps a novel
going from first page to last without
sidestepping or pursuing blind alleys_ _  ._.~

earned close, it is Salutin wha.has  it,
and though you might make this or
that quibble about pace, about stag,
you are aware that you are in touch
witb a thinking  manWife,  and that.the
author rendering that life has giveri
himself deeply to’its creation and is
making no unseemly blunders. If the
novel doesn’t have quite the intellectu-
al grist of a Bellow or the he&s-reach
of a Malsmud,  with whose work this
can validly be associated, you kn6w  at
the very least that you are in the same
arena. True, one could ask fDr more
variety in the presentation; true, one
emerges not knowmg  as much about
Oskar as one might expect in a 3OC-
page work that so diligently pursues
him. Even so. The novel is assured
and purposeful, forged with stylistic
vigour. The author’s integrity is intact
on every page. Among those works
considered here, it is - despite the
absence of ready plot and the some-
what closed corridors it pursues -
technically the most accomplished. It
is sophisticated writing in all respects;
it excavates and illuminates the.

pen.” What happens happens on page
52 when one of the 6iends  in  a Cbica-
go teen group they call the Kensing-
ton Krazies  is murdered, and the Kra-
zies, led by the novel’s narrator, are
that crime’s silent witnesses. The
machinations following tirn that pro-
vide the story, a workableenough  one,
though the story as rendered by-and-
by becomes more than a shade im-
plausible as characterizations deteri*
rate and, again, plot is allowed to
dictate the players’ performances.
Homel’s  writing is often lively - he
throws down a good many snappy
lines-but the tale’s superficial quali-
ty mounts. There is little subtlety in
the narrative and, by the end, as the
Krazies effect their own revenge on
the murderer, one even feels that none
was intended; despite the sex. the
drugs; and the hippie ’60s period it in
part evokes, I closed tbe novel .think-
ing of Al Jolson’s bl&k-faced  rendition
of ‘Mammy.”

McClelland & Stewart
is pleased to congratulate

WKX &uJIJTm
on ti’ning the WH. SmithlBooks  in Canaab  First Novel Award for

“A novel of uncommon power and psssion....Tldi  is an
important book with a richly  various plot and masterful
vmting  through and through.  To tie  handful ofcontem-
porary v&en who have combined intuitions about
North American Jewish cultural  issues with cornpalling
narrative skills  - BernardMalamud,  Pbili
Mordecai  Riihler, for starters - add Rick $

Roth,
alutin.”  -

Booh  in Canada

‘A splemiidly  sustinkd  work of fxtion.”  - Quill &
Q&F?

“A ram  acwmplishme.nt  a novel that is’both iatelligant
andengaging.“-  TheMon~realGazene

“4 bracing and provocative intellectual adventure.” -
~laclean’s

m Books worth reading.
I@e McClelland & Stewart e

!!& The Canadian Publishers !k!!k8
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WbRKIN PROGRESS I
I_.

on the IMAin I am lookIng to the Present,  as it is described *
with hats, with  flowers, the suicide in a green jacket
& haircot,  who has just got thishaircuf
as iffamous,  who does not know she is a suicide.. .
lier jacket & bag of Saturday groceries,
of pears & carrots, of 2 bananas % a piece

_.

of requin, sliced  from the belly
.

_. . .-*

Pronouns

by Erh Mou.n-6~

8n the sidewalks, such women 8 men . . .
They think they’re haunted. . .
They  think their bodies bring back memories!
That’s why they roll up those magnificent  sweaters.
So that’s  why their  loose pants are mlled  up
at the hem. 0 ankles!

’ InacoldyearsomeofUlemcanytheirle~~inthe
smallest of bags. Some of them
have bought cheese. 0 the sidewalks!

0 0 0
.

A man writes a novel on a cigaret  package.
In a cafe & ch16ma  a man writes down his only feeling.
Imagine for a minute the lines
hi mat sleeves are purely  writing,
imagine the several pronouns “shen  “hers”
“her”. With these pronouns his novel is shorter!
Already ‘she” has walked into
the 2nd chapter, the 3rd chapter,
(today is cold) .
people drink coffee at the bar, standing up, in glass$s.
The saxophone becomes mo? indistinct,

outside  on the sId valk women are passing.
& for all this, a mZ is nervous!
For this, he writes a novel!
Because he waits for her!

0 0 0

BUS then. some of us have been
old already, &have grown up elsewhere.
There is still  a little mud tirn the prairie river,
it is not unusual
There is nothing so much thdt  it is ’
usual! Her bicycle being carried past
on a canvas to the hospital of the parking meter.
Because some of us are married,
&on the canvas is painted a blue sky,
upon such a canvas  lies the bicycle, carried past u$
with our bags of Saturday
from Frenco & Waldman’s.
Each of us with some grain & vegetable
&fish!
Bring back the bicycle.. .I am too much,
this  year, old. The blue sky!
I cannot walk yet
I have grown up elsewhere.

0 0 0

0 soft core of the shark, belly of the fish
sold to a woman who dreams of dancing ’
Who dreams  of the nm raked  in ordsr
to be dancing
& forgives, immediately, ever$me.  8 puts off,
with her groceries, the suicide she
has not dreamed of
She has a haircut now.. . enough.. .

. .

*

. .

000 Y.
. .

The pronouns  cannot be counted,
their numbers are too much.
‘Ike novel has already gone from the caf& Finally
“she” came.‘In any case,
if a man is writing, if his &eves  are writing,
the “she” & “she” . . : when will they meet each other?
When will they meet each other
on this d&r&e  sidewalk.
After all, a woman passes,
her raincoat waiting for rain,
a woman with  no groceries so she cao remember.
Anoaer woman with  no bag saying ‘WarshaM!
“In broad daylighr  on
these squares “containing their history.”
Aline  hrn Yaonis  Ritsos, whose
picture lboks south io the window of the ljpogmphwn.
These sauares  waitina  for the heat of summer
(today Is-cold) -
& waiting for the light of feminine pronouns

..-

The novel whose body brings back  memories.. .
This is why they  wear their sweaters so easily!
As they walk by, they turn to each other, “elie” et ‘ells”
touching a sweater. Such a novel! Their hems tilled!
This is why the “she” in me cannot be cored!

0 or imperfect, fleeing minds.
The woman about to begin
her walk thm the desert, carrying
a small suitcase with tbe’words
“Elefthelias  Street,” folded, Inside.
Already, I FIJI full of such bitterness for my Life.
I ao~ young, &bitterness isthe  quarry
of the young.
The slreet is long, the light thin.
The brown of the grass, after so many,
the white of the fence, sings.

._...__  _..._ ___3 ,~_. _- _~_ _____.__---_.  --- -------.-. - -



So cold.
As if, the preiiguration  of snow:
The drink of light wine hurting
the chest. Tipofa. 1

_
2

Those  of us who remain  calm,
&at is to say, angry
Those  of us who are enraged,
81 thus can eat, holding the fork up
with the food, pushing our heads
forward, bid-like, eatbrg
Those of us who have had enough
Those of us qui  sent tennis
Eating
Forging the food into the liquid of the body
The liquid so dense & pure
there could be no end to tears
should wa begin them

But we wont
Those of us who are ‘displaced
kom the me-
Those of us who ara hare tonight
I bow to us wIthail  my cutlery
Beware us

~

Those of us who remain cabn

3
Going into what desert, south-
west
Calgary Alberta, or
Ahadore. 16th St & 36th Ave.
the dead end Sr box apartments,
the huge blinking light of Safaway,
the concrete wall
Going in to the desert
znthe suitcase, a weight

Its silk empty
Tbe rabbit gun against the house wall, loaded
Cold air B a view of mountains
Bright sun on the slucco  wail

4
The woman unfolding the page on which is written:
OA. iIAEY6EFTA
That’s it, the line.
How long can we live before we die.
As If, all women, carry
the light of the south-west: doorsnowdoorsnowdoor
The noise of this.
She gets up, out of her chair

once in every poem, adjusting the &ted blind
to let the snow in.

18 eooe 111 wLII.4M. IPn! ,988

0

.

6
The eat  howls.
The dessert on the table (compote de pokes) howls.
The compote de pokes howls.
The applesauce howls.
The table is starting
howling
I’ve had it
Shut up, everythIng

6
What you would take into the desert  or,
if not available, the mountains: a compass,
waterproof  matches, a groundsheet
Hard boots,  bmken in. In whiih
the past steps of the being

. .

howl .

7’
The winds here noti/rern
The body with its fabled warmth lii up
WesaY
the heart. The  worn tree-gne  above  which
the flat light of the avenue.
T h e  mountabrs/desertfinally
the same place
The shutting  of the house door
togooff&wagetheself
against the hinge of a single  word
Elg#Wti&.

& stand up, our desert equipment softaned
Our chests  speaking  to us in a murmur t
Our neighboun  who are carpenters
We hear them at night in their finest dresses
dancing snowdoor
after so much silence
Their gestures

at theheart  of Altadore,  inside us

6
Minstrels returned  with their mitts off horn  the cold

ImDlmy  Tme  Music

Oh this loony tune music, the half glass  ofvodka  on the table,
thedreamtable&merestlesswiththe~eQher~einUle
smoky  bar “we feli in love here” she tells  the other women that
smile & those curls that make me craay  some days with the
co&ml6nginbeda6mwardmUingmyheadpunchedabead
in$thepillow&arms~mthelatpulldanmsachingabi~
not able to sleep.
the poetic line  I can’t  write physical presence demanding
a certabr attention, a certabr flow across the page, why lines



anyhow it’s all machinery the head pulled taut tarpaulin of tbe
brain  as if no metonymy just
“basic experience” Cheryl says or -
“sound” Libby writes as if
there could be that without mediation of
the words,  behveen my arm & her smite blond c&s .
those curls  8: the curls upside down behind my blue eyes
on the retina
reversed again  in the brain
Fseycge  of that not presence or self but

perfectly replicated, playing
everything over, identifies  me
We fell out of love not in one cafe but everywhere
upside down, she says ._
The loony tune music
Those curls

Site: Loony Tnne Music

I never thought I’d write a line about the woman’s curls.
The street where I see her, outside the cafe. Our fallii in
love has been dismantled by a cafe expansion. After we fell
in love the cafe became a success, more artists came to drink
their coffee & mad the papers. FSmmakers from out of town
sat with musicians & talked of popular novels over tall
green bottles. Where the cafe creates its mbror image next
door 6r expands. It used to be a dry goods store there. She’s
standii  out in the street talking  about my raincoat, which
she admires. If you stand out here long enough I, say
someone will hug you. In the cafe, hundreds of glasses am
raised, hundreds of lips are drinking. The small raised
platform  where our table was has been removed. Part of the
design. The absence of our kisses. She in her raincoat too
on the street outside.

§ite Correction: Loony Tune lhsic

The questioning of the poem leads to infinite  nngmentalion
Sr loss of the lyric  whole, unity, the writer’s famous eye cast
into the physical jar. Defusing the bomb’s trajectory,
witness as a concept is outdated in the countries of
privilege, witness as tactic, the image as completed desktop
publishing 9 the writer as accurate, the names are sonorous
& bear repeating tbo there is no repetition the throat fails
to mark the trace of the individual voice which entails
loony tune music in this age The street outside, a little raw
with the cold, we meet &wave our arms, stomping our fact
outside the cafe, glad to have met again 8 drink coffee,
sometimes .

The questioning of the poem is an uncovering of ksgments
already there, the lyric finality an erasure of the excess
The visible whole composed of these infinite fragments &
every one of them aches intinitesbnal  Why should you like
it It aches she aches they ache Oh give up anguish &live.
(she said)

like  poem  am from  Erin  Mouri’g  tiew collection of

K?t~tcfde  Press  in tate 1989 or early 1990.
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A disturbing  look at the
k-lobal  food system

/ which functions at the -&yeose  of widespread
F. hunger and ecological disaster. What are the
! alternatives7 $14.95,  Paper, l-55021-050-5

A Secret History of the
;

m ,,
II q
0 Twentieth Century
q Grefl Marcus :0 q

q The acclaimed author of Mystety  Train,  Creil  Marcu$ q

: takes readers  deep behind the official hirtoly of the :
. hventieth  century to examine hidden cultural move- q
a ments  that have left surprising traces in the minds and q

: voices of our en. 0

. “CM Marcus has composed a dazzling and !
a Illuminating tourde kxe.n-Michael Arlen q

: hardcover 0
n

II
q

Harvard University Press
. 79 Garden S&et,  Cambridge, MA .Oil38
. . . . . . . . ..a~~aaaeaoa~e~~eaa.

5,000 books and magazines;
1,500 signed by authors.

Fiction, Poetry, Biography,-
Bibliography and Criticism.

More than 50 ‘Erst books’
including Birney, Cohen, Atwood,

Findlay, Callaghan, Roberta,
Lampman,  Buckler etc.

Write for more ~plete  infmmaticm  tc~

RJLI, Am%zE$$L KOK lA0

Over 700 pages of Chomsky  at his best.

ISBN: 0-921689-34-9  $199!



There  is a mixed baz of Eolmammes:

A wdd we had and there is a long aid, I ti&k. falled
poem in rhyming couplets on John/Jack
Donne.  But let me end with the lapidary
perfection,  and I mean perfection. of
“Neighbours.”  which the mutilated

* ghost of Thomas Hardy most be ap
piaudll  from both its burial  places:

!

l%e tvpically  uttpredictatle Finch
image t3 totally modetx  in its setzsibk!y,

fkesh aud geuetvics  and luminous
.

L . & s t o p  a bit and chat
lvken wo’w IO o)tex stood
Ezctmgi~ fkis and lliaf

By Don Coles

“7

ROBERT FINCH’s seventh collection is
wise, energetic. elegantly craPced,  occa-.
sionslly merely chirmi;lg,  never less
than blessedly literate. Take any three of
tbe above descriptive terms, encode a
scanner  on their principles, pass It over
the membership list of the League of
Redheaded Poets, and see how many
live ones you come up with. Five? At
most.  though I’ll  name you no names.
But it’s a pleasure readiog  Finch, and an-
other lesson for one who, 1 mean meself,
lazily  tends to think that if he doesn’t
regularly see a name in Harbourllghts  it
can’t be worth knowing about A foolish
notion, for sure. One of these days 111
know  so forever.

To begin it the doldromy end of this
sea-d-lake-faring  collection, you have
the jaunty, thin-textured rhythms of
“The Trade”:

Not just the title reminds one of John
Masefield, the rhythms do too. But
Finch, even at his thinnest (and this is
close to there), is better than that old. . . . .scnoomoy  memory-work  assignment: gree,  mat COUntly for maNm  gmk Nat
note the uninflated journeyman word Yeats once famously and resignedly al-
“meddler,” far too everyday for Mase-  _.. luded to. The aim. as a rule is to evoke
field;  and elsewhere in the same piece
there’s the line “A race wltb the nreat

tbe.wlspily  sensual. the wittily  decadent,
the delicately elegiac, while steering
high-mindedly  past the voyeuristic  tbe
obsessive, and, pointiest rock of all,  tbe
pomo-clich&  and I tbii Jones survives
most comoarisons  and almost all wrils.

Otkm will play tmwwow
At naigkboun on tkis  mad
Under thesa  ttzes  w borrow

D. G. Jones’s sixth colletion  is csfled
Baltkozor.  a title that brings Lawrence
Durrell  to mind and quite right he is to
be thus brought, since these two writers
have something in common. Much of
what they ha=in commoa is or are nw
bile girls, an interest that is probably
widely shared and which, in Durrell’s
case, may well have had something to do
with the huge success ofTbeAlexa&a
Quartet Nof everything, but something.

In Iones’s case, this interest is dis-
play&d to most adwmtage in the 2%~
title poem. It’s delicate terrain, mined

.wlth perils;  at its most sophisticated it is
Nabokov country, closer to home it is
also John Glassco  country: way down-
market from those it is the flimsy soft-
focus land of a BaXhus  sketch - and I
mean ?o offence  if1 say it is also, to a de

sloop of azure above;  which is a ty$cal-
4 (if you’ll  abide the oxymoron) unpre-
d&able Finch image, total4 modem in
its sensibility, fresh and generous and
luminous.

Many quotable lines though not a one
but is better in context From ‘The Is-
~afteraseriesofline!4surelydelii
erately  sparse in imagery, comes ‘The
moon’s discreetly enigmatic car” - a
line bearing ik classical provenance with
as much tact as any master has ever
owned, reminding me of Douglas LePao,
also, curiously, of Philip Larkln  (the line
could be dropped into Larkin’s  “Love
Songs ia Age” alongside “Its bright in-
cioieoce sailintr above”I..  . . High o&e.
b&compa&ns.  - _

There is the lovely supra-Betje.
manesque  wit of “Ghalrmanship”:

. . .Ciothildo
w h o  kaddismiwd  kim m a %mph
atl*t' wheafonnany

Ha  cleared kis tkmat
but only tka dust motes mooed
perk.+ llto1(( ardaatly  . . .
This is obviously very accomplished -

stuff, but there is more to this series
tlwIhaveanfaraUowedyoutoknow.
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There’s  a criss-cmssi”g of low-profile  re dare not invoke such great themes light-
ligious imagery and interjections in ly. He is certahdy  right
French and German, the former sophis- Still, there is much skill on show here,
tic&d and sensuous. the latter simplis- comic passages of impressive sophiitica-
tic - Goti  ijn  Hirnmel, Vbennensck.  jud- tion, and occasional moments of a grave,
&-lwr - and error-strewn - tichtirts unemphatic beau@?  .
(sic). kiizderchhidchen  (sic) - and I do
not find this underlay of familiar  Holo-

Wll  tha  wind of tke k&es

caust mellace  really convincing. It seems
u#etyou,~Miidchen,~~riight

slight, almost glib; the mix was not a
$a+&~;” dadmw

e
good idea George Steiner has told us we 0

To reveal all is to’ erd the stpy,‘Kroetsch says
zn one essay. So he tells MS what he prizes among the

deferred, the hidden, the secret, and the silent
By George BowwIng

IN CANADA we often write “poet-novel-
ist” before a writer’s  name. We have to
do this more than most countries do. Of
course most of these poet-novelists toss
off an essay horn time to time. But we
seldom feel that it would be sensible to
write “poet-novelist&tic.”

Margaret Ahvood writes reviews and
makes the odd address to a group of
elected representatives. A long time ago
Michael Ondaatje wrote a little chap-
book on Leonard Cohen: bp Nichol
wrote in all three forms, but you had to
take his word about which was which.

Robert Kroetsch was successful first
as a novelist. Then he became the 6rst
novelist to intluence the poets as a poet
Next to Ahvood he is the most often in-
terviewed writer ,in the country. All
along he has been not only writing the
literary essay, but also reinventing it He
has not just written the requisite papers
of a writer who wrks at universities; he
has producedfnnrow essays. They have
introduced famous phrases into the litei-
ahue.

Some of those famous essays, such as
Vnhiding the Hidden” and “An Emtics
of Space,” reappear in this coUeclion.

When I go to conferences on Cana&
an literature in New Zealand and Aus-
tralia and Italy and Germany, It is
Kroetsch  I hear those foreigners writing
about Maybe this is because he pmclis-

es literary  theory. In so doing he breaks
an old Anglo-Canadian proscription
against thinking about what you are
doing in the malting of literature.

There are 17 essays in this collection.
Some of them appeared in an earlier col-
lection of Kmetsch’s essays, edited by
bp Nichol and Frank Davey.  and pub-
lished as an issue of their journal. O&n
titter in 1933. (It has been for five years
a much-annotated college textbook.)
The rest are treatments of narrative in
Canadian fiction. In fact only one of the
essays is in tatsl about verse, the much-
presented “For Play and Entrance; the
Contemporary Canadian Long Poem.”

Kmelsch  performswhat seems to be a
paradox (and he will not be unhappy to
see that word). He casts his eye and nets
wide over Canadian nanalive, tirn Hal-
iburton’  to Buckler&Ross,  Laurence, and
Audrey Thomas. He is all-embracing, too
widely encouraging, according to some
of his readers. He 6nds valuable stuff
practicaUy anywhere ,in our letters. Yet
he is the most madable  critic, and I thiik
that is so because he treats his criticism
as part of a multilogue with our other
writers:.In a book-length interview he
once said, ‘I think criticism is really a
version of story . . . the.stmy  of our
search for story.”

That word “our* appears often in
Kroelsch’s  vniting.  His subject is some
times the ways in whieh we can make
ourselves Canadians. That is lily part
ofthereascmthatsomanyofthesees-
,says  were begun as papers at interna-
tional conferences. But Kmetsch con-
nects finding ourselves with tinding a

way to speak. He takes chances, foolish
ones sometimes, and that promotes auf‘
faith. He takes phmges, sees something
delicious in the.new European theory
de3 and  gobbles it down without sitting
at their table.

Narrative slrategiea  arehis preoccupy-
tion.  Northrop Frye, he says here. is our
epic poet Christopher Columbus is the
mythic hem. Christopher Columbus was
an Orpheus. America was not his Hades
but hisEurydice.  1

Kmetsch 6nds Orpheus all over Cana-
dian literature. in which the wounded
artist is so often the central 6gure. in
which we find so many idyllic and
doomed couples, in which our citizens
are upder the gmund. at the bottom of a
lake. buried by snow or earth  or trees.
Here we see the way that Orpheus
haunts Malcolm Lowy’s fiction. Howard
O’Hagan’s  Tay Jphn is “an ioverse Or-
pheus figure. He has come up from
under the ground, not with speech or po
etry, but with silence.”

What I like about things such as
Kmetsch’s discovery of Orpheus among
us supposedly placid Canadians is the
excitement  in the 6nding. Kmetsch does
not present the waxed and polished
hits of his research. We see always  the
autobiographical, the search. We get a
man standii  by his words. not bebind
them. He is witing his reading. Thus we
are invited to do and o&r our own.

A bonus in this volume is an irregular
piece called “Tzw&ls  an Essay: my Up
state New York Journals.” This resem
bles The Crow  Joumois,  and dates from
1970 to 1974. The last entry we get is an-
other of Kroetsch’s demonstrations
against closure: 7 said to Jane, what is
the subject of a love poem? She said,
There can only be one subject of a love
poem. What? I asked her.” Orpheus, we
reflect, went to Hell to try to erase cl+
sure.

‘To reveal all is to end the story,’
Kmetsch says to bePin one essay. So he
tells us what he p&es among-the de-
ferred, the hidden, the secret, including
silence as a narrative strategy. He loves
‘those se&tive writers: Gmve,‘Lowy,
O’Hagan.  Sheila Watson. His famous
“unnaming”  and ‘uncrealing” &e actions
taken against enclosing hi&my. They
are meant to return  us to origins, where
myth can precede factism.  to “ati both
meaning and conclusiveness,” he once
said.

So one might anticipate. while enjoy-
ing these essays, that there is more to
come, more beginnings. Even though
these essays are pressed between
boards made by the Oxford University
Press, Orpheus’s head will continue to
sing along its river path to the .never
reachablesea.  0
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main stream so shallow and don’t tit to give the impreo
nolluted we are forced into -sion that this book is ~oliticai
&de streams for viable  solu-
tions. This anthology in
oblique or not so oblique
ways offers some of them.

In an essay entitled “Ama-
sons in Appalachia.” Marllou
AvT&,vn;CherokeeI  gives us

“Where are your women?”

in only the narrow &se so
many would prefer to avoid.
Most of the writing here
grows out of personal experi-
ence or story-telling into the
world of lite&rre.  My friend
Lenore’s poem “Mother With
Child” is a good example of
this;: it lies  on the page in aca-
demically understandable
stauaas. but floats in the air
like a traditional  song:

o/t  Molhw, ss nraay timm
i wouldsit  on
i wmddsit  OI

ty and sensibility that  inform
the collection  and make what
could be called the inadequa
cIes of some of the contrlbu-
tions (inarticulateness, semi-
literateness) shine more, like
scars on heaithy  skin. a

In council
andwar

VfHEN  I TOLD my friend
Lenore  Kecshii-Toblas that I
was looking at this coIleciion,
she nodded in recognition.
The book was published in
the United States In 1964, first
as a special edition of the
magazine Sinister Wisdom,
then as a book. and L-snore
has a pair of poems among
the more than 66 pieces of po
etry and prose, drawings, and
photographs by 61 Native
North American women.
“That’s a good book,” she.
said. unusually, since one of
the sour grapes we.usually
chew over together is how
Native wrhcrs are being an-
thologized to death. I listened
closer. “It’s not angiy,” she
said. “And Beth Brant  taught
me so much about being an
editor.”

I read through the book
and took in the usual stories
of poverty, alcoholism,
racism, institutionalized kld-
napping, stories that usually
get my dander up and leave
me feeling inadequate. But
then there are also letters and
poems tim women in prison,
essays, interviews with. ac-
tivists and historians, stories
of mysteries not so far in the
past, and stories of love for
women, children, and men.

Reading  through&e book
feels like working thmugh the
“Indian problem”  and by the
end I was ready agalu to face
the white one. Unlike most
anthologies. whichiook at the
stories  of Native people either
as a problem for mainstream
society, (“Oh. we’ve already
done Indians thii yearI”)  or as
a marketing opporumhy,  this,
anthology sees Native
people’s problems as caused
by mainstream society, as just
au extreme example of that
societfs  own deficiencies, its

0

The speaker is Attakul-
lakulla, a Cherokee chief
renowned for his shrewd
and effective diplomacy.
Bc has come to negotiate  a
treaty with the whites.
‘Among his delegates arc
women “as famous in war
as powerful in Council.”
Their  presence also has a
ceremonial siguiflcance:  it
ls me& to show honor to
the other delegation. But
that delegation is com-
posed of males only. To
them the absence of their
women is irrelevaot,  a trlv-
isl  coasidemtlon.

To tbd  Cherokee, howev-
er, revercuce for women/
Mothcr&rthl6l/spirlt  is
interconnected. Irrever-
ence for one is likely to
mean irreverence for all.
Implicit in their chief’s
question were 8ra your
women?” the Cherokee
hear. “Where is your bal-
ance? Wbat is your inteoti”
They see that the balance
is absent and arc wary of
the white man’s motives.
They intuit  destruction,

And in an interview Wmona
LaDuke (Ojibwa)  points  out:

The desecration of the
planet and of native peo-
pips is hidden away in tbe
back pages  of the n-p%-
pers.  Because the natural
environment is not eco-
nomically in6uendai,  politi
cslly prestigious. or fash-
ionable, what happens  to it
cannot percolate into the
information bank of the
general population. The
same can he said of the
people  who live closest to
the natural environment
. . . native people. Native
people have not attracted
eoough popular .laterest  to
bepagdccoda prcce  of the

How thii have Jxgun  to
change in five years! But I

that kitchen chair

. .

andpr wit/zpur
tmmyJid1  o/child
tnmnyfill pfcbild
monld  nudge nudge  and

Pm

agairrrt  my sborldm
ag&st mydwtddtm
against my bcb

soolking  my wildnw
‘while  combing my km.?
while mmbing  my Lair

Even those looking for
more page-bound literary
qualities will find them here.
Stories like The Devil and
Sister Leua”  by Anna  Lee Wal-

- ters (Paivuee/Otoe  Missavi)
or “A Long Story” by Beth
Bran&  Degmwadonti  (MO-
hawk), the book’s editor, in-
trigue with drama, character,
detail,  mystery, and passion.

Brant’s  work in “A Long
Story” is simply compelling.
Her evocation and compari-
son of love, loss, and contiuu-
ing is intelligent and deeply
moving. It is Bran’& sensitivl-

By James GraE

EE%Fm-

I.&d#r&O~nDm~,29.?p
s1aaspvpa  lL5.w 0 88619  121 v
ISRABL  IS IN’ mortal danger,
writes Erua Paris, not only
from Arab leaders and follow
ers seeking her destruction,
but also from within.  The
threat comes 6om the grow-
ing power of the militantly
right-wing. Orthodox Jews
who reject the humanlstie.  lib
era1  values of the early “pi’pio-
neers” and of the founders of
the Jewish stab. Israeli  milC
tary occupation of the West
Bank and Gaaa  Strip contht-
ues to erode those values.
The explosive mix of Jewish
fundamentalism and rfght-
wing polllics threatens the in-
tegrity of Israel% social fabric,
threatens her democracy,
threatens her very survlvai.

Israeli Jews must be pre-
pared to compromise. Pales
tiuians must be prepared to
compromise. Without com-
promise, there will be only de-
spair, anger, and hatred,
which will propel Israel to-
wards disaster. These are the
messages of Parts’s 7IIs  Gap
dm and the Gun. r

Using a carefully struchued
series of personal vignettes
and brtervlews.  interspersed
with a standard - but quea
tionable  - version of Israeli
history, starting with a visit to
a kibbutz on the Lebanese
border and cudiug with a pli
grimage to Ben Gmion’s  re
treat iu the Negcv, Paris pre
sents a cast of warm, friendly,
caring Jewish characters,
most of them Intelligent and
idealistic, some deep4 reli-
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gious and apoliticai. others
deeply religious and intensely
political. Although she diiap
proves of their ideas, she of-
fers a fascinating and humane
account of ultra-orthodox
conunonities, who reject hu-
manism. modem science, and
the equality of the sexes. and
who would even deny her sta-
tus as a (Reform) Jew. Al-
though conflicts behveen set-
ulsr and uhra-Ortbodox  Jews
have erupted into violence,
the threat  comes from Ortho
dor militants who insist that
God gave the Jewish people
all of Palestine. that a truly
Jewish state must be a state
ruled by religious law, as writ-
ten in the Torah  and interpret-
ed by their rabbis and schol-
ars. They seek theocracy, not
democraw,  in a land cleared
of all Arabs who will not sub-
mit to permanent Jewish dom-
ination. These views find sup
port among Israel’s Oriental
Jewish majority and among
extreme right-wing Zionists
who combine in a formidable

and dangerous power bloc.
Dehumanizing and deperson-
alizing the “other” is an essen-
tial element of this ideology
- “the other” being the
Arabs. This is a dagger point-
ed at the very heart of Israel’s
2e;zng values, as Paris sees

Ironically, Paris falls  victim
to the very depersonalizing
and stereotyping she rightly
warns againsr Over and over
shedescribesAmbsasaogry.
despairing, burning with rage
and hatred. She repeatedly
refers. to any Palestinian
attack, even on an Israeli  mili-
tary target, as “terrorism” and
calls  up images of knife-wield-
brg  Arabs stabbing their vie-
tbns in the back She traces a
dubious and tenuous connec-
tion behveen the PLO and the

Nazis: Yasser Arafat. she
says. encourages ‘the stab in
the civilian back.” She

describes youngsters in a
West Bank refugee camp as
‘tough-looking” with “wily
faces.” One of the young men
she interviews looks “brutal”;.
another ‘hisses” a response.
They recite slogans in angry
unison, cailii  up images of
Hitler and Khomeini. Chil-
dren are “programmed” al-
most hum birth to engage in
what Paris sarcasticaily calls
“the struggle.” When the
youths she brteiviews  tell her
about daily beatings and tear
gas attacks by Israeli soldiers,
who ihot a I4-year-old  to
death a few days before, she
writes: “None of this is news.
The Israeli papers have open-
4 described conditions hers.”
So much for Palestinian suf-
fering. Paris writes moving4
and grippbrgly about the hor-
rors experienced by a Holo-
caust survivor, Menachem
Perlmutter, who found a
haven in Israel and had
helped to “make .the desert
bloom.” For her he and Ben
Gti?ion  embody the ideals and
roison d’8tre of the Jewish
state. It would have been in-
conceivable for her to have
written of Perbnutter’s story,
“None of this is news. The
history books are full of such
tales.”

The only way that the Jew-
ish inunigrant  minority could
establish a Jewish maiorihr  in
the 7O_percent  of P;lle&ne
they ultimately gained by
tbrceofarmsin1946wasby~

immigmnts  as'hnmoral,  given
the su6%rh1gs  and vtdnerabii-
ty of Eumpean Jewry. But un-
like many, she is able to see
the immorality of repeating
that human tragedy in what
remains to the Palestinians of
Palestine. She knows, too,
that expulsion would require
another war, and that apsr-
theid means the end of
democracy for Israeli Jews
who do hold humane values.
It is real4 for the sake of the
Israelis that Paris rightly
urges the tolerance and com-
promise needed for peace.
Her humanism would have
appeared less lopsided had
she urged that peace for the
sake of the Palestinians as
well, with equal compassion
and concern for their humani-
ty. 0

By Laurel Boone
DEAR BILL: THE
coRREspoNDHNcH

Kz%?MARTHuR

of‘Pale&nians.  and prevent-
ing retirgees from returning.
And so it was done. They had
to depopulate and confiscate
the land  to make way for Jew-
ish immigration. But the logic Unims&J7bmnlo h, 4Wp&,
of the pioneers, which Paris wzmddli.%wocwalzm49~

admires, is the same as the WILUAM  ARTHUR DEACON,
logic of the Orthodox right, of Canada’s first full-time iitemry
which she disapproves. The journalist, began reviewing
pioneers followed Ben Gunon books for Sehrrday Night in
in rejecting a binational  state 1929,  joined the Mail and Em-
in favour of a Jewish state. pire in 1996, and continued as
The major difference is that at reviewer and literary editor
that time humanist and demo- until he retired  &om the Globs
cratic ideals were applied and Mdil  in 1960. He believed
within the new State. That is that “a national literature
what is now threatened. comes into being in response

Like many others, Paris to the deeply felt need of
cannot see how anyone could every civilized society to un-
view the dispossession, subju- derstsnd  itself..”  As a mediator
@ion, and coloniration  of the between writers and readers,
Palestinians by Jewish settler- Deacon devoted his life to.

helping Canada “find its au-
thentic voices.”

John Lennox and Clara
TI&as  published the biogra-
phy Wigiam  Arrhar  Deacon in
1969. and Dmr MI, edited by.
L e n n o x  and Michele  La-
combe, is the second book m.
emerge from the Deacon col-
lection at the Thomas Fisher
Rare Book Library at the Uni-
versity of Toronto. It is a se-
lection of letters written by
and to Deacon between
November, 1921. shortly after
he began publishing literary
essays, and August, 1966,
when Alaheimer’s  disease
began to overtake him. Dur-. .
ing his retirement. Deacon
planned to write a history of
Canadian literature and a
book of memoirs, but he be-
came too distracted. In a way,
Lennox and Lacombe  have
done both jobs for him. Dw
Bill is a history of Canadian
literature and culture as seen
through the eyes of Deacon
and his correspondents.

Naturally, Deacon and him
cbcie discussed literary topics
most frequently. Deacon re-
spected writers enough not to
pull any more punches in his
private communications than
he did in him reviews. At the
same time, he rewarded work
he believed in, even when he
considered it of minor impor-
tance, with open-hearted
praise. Always, though, his
concern was not just for the
work or the writer, but for the
contribution work and writer
together made to Canadian lit-;
erature. Of Sherwood Fox’s
slight but popular 7%~ Bruce
Beckons, he says,

Who the hell cares about
the Bruce? . . You took
something out of your
mind add made it a living
reality to us. That is AHP.
. . . You have added to
the world something in-

tangible but sfronger
than anything materiaL  .
. .Mydearsir,Istandfor
values. I have to teach
people what is immateri-
ally great. There it de
F;M&m;dthat the thing

Deacon combined his inter-
est in books and writers with
a passion for politics. He cam
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palgned  at various times to
ensure  adequate payment for
v/titers and  favourable  tax and
copyright laws. Wltb Pelham
Edgar, he xvorked  to.establlsh
the Canadian Writers’ Foun-
dation, a government-support-
ed pension fund for indigent
vniters  that remains e&?&e
today. At least through World
War II. he was determined
that some kind of socialist
government should prevail  in
Canada. and hi letters to sod
from J. S. Woodsworth and
Father Athol  Murray show
how he abetted their a&emes
to turn  their ideals into  reali-
ty.

It would be easy to crltlclze
&or Bfff for what it is not.
Readen  familiar  with the liter-
ary and cultural  history of the
period  will  meet many old BP
qualntanees  but will  be tan&
lized  by the incompleteness  of
the exchanges. Readers not
familiar with the period may
tind  the book disjointed, since
the theoretical principles of
selection, though stated clear-
ly in the preface, are by no
means clear in the application.

One fact vitiates such criti-
cism: tbe editors refer readera
who want to know more to
DEAKD.EX.  ‘the computer-
ized inventory to the Deacon
MS Collection, which cata-
logoes  all letters . . . by cm-
respondent, by date, by sub-
ject of letter, and by tVpe of
correspondent”

Dew Bill has on6  major im-
perfection: the annotations
are jumbled to a really annoy-
ing degree. People  are not
identified  at first mention, and
dates of birth and death  may
or may not be part of the main
annotation or may - as in the
case of Arthur Stringer - be
absent altogether. Index en-
tries in boldface for main a”-
notations do make all infonna-
tion accessible to the
researcher dippihg into the
collection, but they do not
soothe the irritated fan read-
ing Dear Bill from cover to
cover. At the opposite ex-
treme,  such matters as the
publication of Gabrlelle  Roy’s
The Tin Flute  and Deacon’s
presidency of the Canadian
Authors’ Association are

noted over slid  over agal” in
neighboming  letters. The a”+
picion  that the letters, once
selected and individually a”-
notated, were “ever read con-
secutively is strengthened by
a note stating that a letter to
Barle  Blley  mentioned in tbe
text is lost, when that Very let-
ter is the next but one in the
book.

‘Ihis problem is a nuisance,
but it is not a serious handi-
cap. Dew Bill is an absorbing
companion to William ArUIur
Deacon, and it will  prove an
invaluable resource in the
study of Canadian literary  hi+
tory. 0
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By Christopher Moore
L.ORL)SOFTHE~

zrr-~dAo-
Wkiw  IbiJ. 4O@Pafa,  $24.95
doa asBt40 6m 81437 11

THE  STORY of the presidents
of the CPB reminds us how
hard it is for business p@ople

to achieve lasting re”ow”.
‘Gilbert LaBine  is one of the
few Iiving  Canadians whose
name is certain  to go dav”  in
history,” said the business
press in 1947. And down hi
name wenf deep  down almost
beyond recovery, though  his
corporation  (Eldorado) is still
with us. Mighty corporate
logos vanish daily in
bankruptcy or buy-out Indi-
vidual executives, extrava-
gantly feared and celebrated
in their heyday, prove so h$-
sitory that each volume of 2%
Canadian Establishment be-
comes obsolete before its 86
quel appears. Only great
crbnes  or heroic philanthmpy
seem able to guarantee endue-
ing fame for eve” the most
successhd  tycoons.

Presidents of the Cg have
fared little  better than Gilbert
Whatsisnsme.  Whoever holds
the of&e automatically be-
comes a mighty force in Cana
dian  economic  life. But in hio
torlcal  perspective they begin
to look like the midget  inside
the circus machine, madly
pulling levers to keep the

% a unique marriage of shmning  photography and informative text,
CANADA: A PORTRAIT  chronicles  Canadian achievements in
fields as diverse as economics and arts and culture.. The. latest facts
and figures on the land and the people are complemented with over
200 full-colour  photographs by award-winning photographers. They
combine  to make CANADA: A PORTRAIT a troly  comprehensive
look at Canada and Canadians and an indispensable guide for...
TourisIs...  i
An introductjon  to Canada and a perfect ke.epsake.
Business visitors? at home andabroad...
The nation at thar fingertips...  the latest faa, and figures
Smdents...
A reliable reference for Canadian stodies
And for...
Everyone who has a home library or wiskto  start one.

Awl  IW. soois 11,  UHLWL 25
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monster responding on cue.
During the 1920s railway
mania, Edward Beat@ mania-
cally expanded the railroad.
only to cut back just as $st in
the 1930s. When conglomer-
ates were trendy in the 1970s.
Ian Sinclair vigorously con-
glomerated. Were these lead-
ers - or weathervanes?
Cruise and Griffiths present
them all as titans, but their
offhanded description of one

phrases. To convey Beatty’s
stature, they cite the 1934
opinion were is no lii in the
CPR without Beatty  and no
life in Beatty without the.
CPR.” even though the life
went out of Beatty  in 1943 and
the CPR seems to have sur-
vived. ll~ey rarely try for per-
sonal insight or reftect  on the’
wellsprings of business sue
cess. but every president
must +ve his greatest mp-

of the lords as “a gifted paper- ’ ment,
shufner”  may be more gener- and

hishyment of tydy,
surpnsmg

ally true thai  they recognize.
Of the six lords @most lit-

erally lords-four got knight-
hoods or better), the only one
with indisputable historical
h&is Wiiam Van Horne,.the
CPR’s  general manager when
the lime was built and its presi-
dent until 1899. Their Van
Home is the same character
long since established in
Creighton, Berton, and John
Colicos’s portrayal in “The
National Dream.‘ But they
have a new story to tell of his
battle with his American
counterpart J. J. Hill. Cruise
and Griftiths  argue that Hill
won the battle because Van
Home was sabotaged by his
.predecessor as CPR presi-
dent, George Stephen, who
had secretly gone over to
Hill’s camp. The battle be-
tween Hill and Van Home.
with Stephen pulling strings
in the background. deserves a
book in itself. Stephen, who
left Canada with a publicly
subsidized fortune and loud
complaints about the nation’s
failure to appreciate him,
emerges as the 6rst  of the in-
grate miUionaire5,  like a 19th-
century Robert Campeau

contradiction. Footnotes pro-
liferate like a parody of Peter
C. Newman;and someone
should tell them (and their
editors!) about dangling par-
tieipleS.

Their p.o.v.  is very much
CEO. There are no peasants
of the line (“grimy under-
lings” in their phrase) to

‘argue the case for damning
the CPR Cruise and Grifdtbs
even decry ‘government in-
terference” as if the CPR
could have existed without it
That’s too bad. They have
worked through a lot of mate-
rial in search of their story.
One wishes they could slow
their relentless pursuit of
colour to reflect on what they
have found. In a time of cor-
porate celebration, we need
that from our business writ-
era. q

Fever
By Lawrence  Jackson
TI%E GOLD  CRUSADESz
A §OCIAL  HISIQ~  OF
$X$L$  RUSHES 1849-

The rest of the lords d&play
skill  and drive, to say the least
- one gets the impression
Iao Sinclair never met a man
he did@ lie shouting at -
but real power? Steam buffs
maystill-tN.RCmmp
for hi diesels, but in this cen-
tory railroad executives cope
with history more tbsn thw

THR GOID HUNTER’S
GUIDE TO NOVA
SCOTIA
by Tomr Bistum
r&lb&  113pni.A  SI2%papw
l13&v09%3%%9~

WHATPIERRE BgXTON  did for
the Klondike, Douglas Fether
ling does for gold rushes ev-
erywhere. Approaching them
as social history, he reaches
beneath the inevitabti wealth

shape% _
Lards  of the Line is biogra-

phy in the light-heroic mode;
the ominous phrase “larger
than life” appears in the pref-
ace. Cruise and Gri3itbs  oar:
tray each president thro-wh
celebrity gossip and COIO~I-UI

of anecdote these events sop
ply. He examines them as a
phenomenon fuelled not by
gold and greed alone but by

widespread freedom  of move
ment and “the rootlessne’ss
bon\ of optimism.”

A mass movement of a3 na-
tionalities flooded from one
rush to the next, from Qlifor-
nia to the Caribou. hrn Aoe
tralia to the Transvaal from
Nevada to the Klondike, ‘hur-
rying,away horn civilization.”
The tougher the obstacles,
the wilder the rumours  of
wealth and the more feverish
the efforts to seize it. The
term “crosades~”  otherwise a
puzzling allusion, becomes
clear in the light of Fether-
ling’s contention that these
stampedeswerein  onesense
a single, pmtracted event, re
flectinlr orofound  s o c i a l- .
change  and sweep’s through
nations and Itenerations.  alter-
ing them de&ply.

Fetherling pays close heed
to the tension between order
and chaos on these many
frontiers. Miners founding
camps that mushroomed into
small cities both needed and
reseated authority. In Caliir-
nia. Nevada, and Alaska, indi-
vidual lawlessness ruled until

ble; then vig&te  lawlessness
replaced it. In Australia, in-
competent authority was in
place before the’rush began;
the resulting armed clash
killed about 30 but led to re-
forms that spread far beyond
the Au&r&an gold lieIds.

In the Klondike, where per-
haps 30 per cent of the miners
were American, the highly
competent authority of Sam
Steele of the Northwest
Mounted Police met them at
the border. Canadian values
stood firm against the “ram-
pant Ambricanism”  spilling
across froni towns like skag-
way, Alaska, run by thugs.
The Mounties  were joined by
200 Canadian troops, nearly
one-fifth of the country’s
standing army, and four mem-

bers of the Victorian Order of
Nurses. The Yukon remained
Canadian.

&the&g’s  book is we3 re-
searched, amply illustrated,
and lovingly written: a thor:
ough treat.

For latter-day prosp&ors,
Tony Bishop offers a busi-
nesslike manual for finding
gold in Nova Scotia. There,
deposits hate tended to be
small but high-grade, with
plenty of the “free” or visible.
gold that quickens the pulse.
(Elsewhere, it often comes
mingled with other minerals,
or in flecks too 6ne to be visi-
ble.)

Roughly half this book cnv-
ers prospecting and mining
techniques. The Iwnainder is
chiefly a catalogue of early
mines, with a recoid  of the
gold officially taken from
each. Several  yielded more
than 30,000 ounces. Unofti-
cially the yield was much
higher, because free gold
tempted miners to pilfer rich
chunks of ore Indeed, Bishop
suggests, mines that strictly
controlled this had trouble
kc&ping tiers,

For the serious weekend
prospector, Bishop’s book is a
we&h  of tips and practical in-
formation. a

byGmgewmnlmck
Viki@4ngGn,423koga.  3.?4%d&
lL%NO67081%30

CAVESINTHED~
byG~oge\“-
L~&~kMdnbm,%6psra.%4.%
d&h (ISBN  0 B88AI  619 91

GEORGE WOODCOCK’s A .%
cial  History  of Canada is writ-
ten in a pmsaic. flat,  “primer”
style, which is hard to de-
scribe but which you can get
a sense of in the following ex-
tract:

E&x.tive  transp@tion. the
spread of population and
the development of the
country have always  been
Interdependent in Canada
Settlement in New France
occurred around the navi-
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gable waterways, the St.
Lawrence and the Riche
lieu. Across the continent,
birchbark canoes opened
up the land for kade and
exploration. Steamboats,
canals. roads and  evenmal-
ly tailroads  like the Great
Western and the Grand
Trunk took the settlement
of rural  Ontario to satuca-
tlozlr$;  by the middle  of

The entire book is written
like thii - one fact foliowing
another, fact after fact laid
down in the deadly careful
style of someone uneasy wfth
writing trying to put together
a report. For a person who
has written as much as Wood-
cock. this can only be due to
tiredness or working too fast.
There is not a gleam of vivacl-
ty in the bbok. no dramatisa-
tion of events, no strong en-
gagement with the material,
and uo insights except for the
utterly conveutional  kiud pm-
vided in the first sentence of
the extract quoted. It is as if
Woodcock were just cranking
it out Everywhere you seem
to catch hll simply restating
what other  writers have said,
and binding the material to-
gether with the klnd of bland
,copybook  prose that a profes-
sional writer can produce in
his sleep. Still, if the book is
poor as writing, as history it is
embarrassing.  Each of the 22
chapters in this work treats
some huge chunk of Canadian
history ln a very short space
(there is a chapter titled
“Workers and Workplaces,”
for instance, that deals with
the entire industrlallltion  of
Canada in 16 pages); the over-
all effect is of enornmus haste
and supet%ciality.  lwo exam-
ples. In his chapter “Canada
and the Great Wars” (a chap
ter that is four pages long),
Woodcock devotes approxi-
mately 10 sentences’ to the ef-
fect of World War II on Cana-

da. And in an extremely brief
discussion of how wheat farm-
ing developed in the Prairies
(a subject of such importance
ln the West that 16year-olds
in Alberta used to know the
names of the various skains
of wheat and who had devel-
oped them), he never explains
why Canada became a major
exporter of whear while Ar-
gentina, for instance, did not.
In general, this is a book so
blaudly  written and so shallow
that it is impossible to imag-
ine who its readership could
be.

case3  in the Des8rt  is more
successful, but you.have  to ac-
cept  it for what it iti the rather
plodding  book of an old gen-
tleman who has taken a trip to
China and there lndulged’his
enthusiasm for Asian art.
There nrs some vivid mo-
ments in the book - for in-
stance, when Woodcock de-
scribes takiig  a piss in a
latrine outside Pyingyao.
*There I stood,” he writes,
hcing the platform  on which,

with no conceabuent and in
every condition kom con
sdpation  to its extreme op
posite, men.were perched
like grotesque birds  above
their slots. straining  in the
agonlred  postures ofcarl~
tured Rodin FIgares,  fartblg
thunderously, squirting
a b u n d a n t l y .
This is lively, but such mc-

ments are’rare. Most of the
book is more like this:

There iwasl. . . a large 6g
ure in blatk oily looking
stone, representing the
later Chinese conception of
the Maikeya  (the Buddha
of the future) as the ‘Smil-
ing Buddha,” a strange
metamorphosis of the sub
lime and kingly image of
that figure  current in Iadll
and early Chinese repre-
sentations into a fat-bellied
image  that seemed to pro-
jeet Little  higher than carnal
contentment. It reinforced
nw view that a the lndlans
are to be regarded as phile
sophicsl  Quixotes,  develop
ing highly mre&zd spiritual
concepts, the pragmatic
Chinese must be seen as
the Sancho Pansas  of phi-
losophy, so much is their
thought attached to. this
earth on which we dwell
and to man’s abliliQ to live

there peacefully, which in.
Confucius’ view lay in the
proper ordering of society
and in Lao Tzu’s  on the
proper understandbig  of “a

ture both within us and
‘without

This extract is long-winded,
padded (“thls,earth  on which
we dwell’?. and platitudinous
(the Indians as “philosophll
Quixotes,” the Chinese  as
“Sancho Pansas”). It is also
characteristic  of the book as e
whole.

I received Caves in the
Desert shortly affer reading
Paul Theroux’s The Iron
Rooster,  which  is also a book
about a trip through China,
and I couldn’t help cpmpsrlng
the two. 73e fact is that lher-
oux’b  new book is so much’
better than Woodcock’s that I
hardly knew whether to laugh
or cry. I don’t just mean better
written (though it is that -
Therow’s writing is superb),
but better in every respect in
the detailed image of China it
contains, in its emotional
range (from humour to fury to
despair). in its cast of charac-
ters (there are dozens: Ther-
oox presents us with a world),
in its intellectual penetration
and cosmopolitanism, and
above all in the tit that Ther-
oux constantly does the real
titer’s work of dramatizing
what hapliens  to hi. In com-
parison, Woodcock’s book
seems like the work of an am-
ateur: flat, bland, self-indul-
gent, conventional.

Does this matter? I think it
does. Too often, Canadian
writers m-e reviewed 88 if the
world outside Canada didn’t
exist,.as if their b,ooks  didn’t
have to compete with all the
other books being written.
But they do. and it matters
that the reviewer keep thii in
mind. So it angered me to
read Roy Starr’s Globe and
Mail review of Cauac  in the
Dar&: it was such a blatant
example of the kind of

puffery-among-friends that
you always hope will some
day end ln this countty:When
Starr writes that “For a vicmi-
oup trip through China, one
could hnaglne no better guide
than George Woodcock,” or
states that ‘Gauss  in the
Desert  thus turns out to he
about as readable and infor-
mative a book on China as
one could hope for,” he is lu-
dicrous. Compared to what?
To Theroux’s  book? To the
tit& of Joho K Fairbanks
or Jonathan Spence? The
troth is that misrepresenta-
tion of this sort doesn’t ad-
vance the cause of reviewing
in this country, and neither
does it do George Woodcock
much service, since it has the
ultimate effect of turning
readers off him. A little mme
truth in advertising is needed;
otherwise, among younger
writers at least. he’is likely to
become a sort of laughing-
stock whose genuine conki-
button is igpored.  0

n&tered  fbe -tick OF leaving
home - Revxer.  But over the
next 20 years he wrote a cycle
of plays - from the conko-
versial  Les brllewoeurs in
1965 to the elegantly skuc-
tured Albertins  en tinq  temps.
in 195i - in which he psy-
choanalysed his family and
himself so relentlessly that
Quebeckers experiene’ed.the
painhd  e&apl of s&recdgni-
tion.  Now middhxged. look-
ing down from the wealthy
heights of Outrempnt  towmds
the congested and lively
streets of Plateau Mont-Royal
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Havmiian shirt, green jeans,
and red suspenders.

In fact, many of these SbJ-
ries are undoubtedly fiction.
That’s because he has a Iilm
crew with him. The trip is in
fact the Mrpmakers’  idea. MC
Fadden’s previous trip books
@Trip Around This Lake and
That One) have inspired
them. But what the film
records and what McFadden
sees are deliberately different,
I suspect (I haven’t seen the
I%. A note in the book tells
you how to order it for view-
ing.) McFadden is collecting
stories - stories he is told,,
stories he makes up. He
seems to delight most in
those that cannot be filmed.

Which is one reason, prob-
bly,  for the story about being
in bed v+ith  hvo airline stewv-
artiesses.  No one is going to.
believe that, except metaphor-
ically, whiih is probably  why
he tells  it to us. (It  is Dany La-
ferrikre  who remarks that
people’s realities are in fact
their fantasies; they live by
their fantasies.)

On the other hand, there is
a serious story running
tbmugh the book-although
I’m not sure this o*e is true.
either. He is coming to the
end of a relationship with a
mm. Yes, it does sound pretty
outrageous, doesn’t it? He’s
divorced and lonely, and she
is mysterious. They seem to
have had good times, but she
has always slipped away to
her love for Christ The story.
is the exact antithesis of the
night v:ith _the hvo ‘airline
stewrdesses.

The weaknesses of the
book are cbieflv in the form.
Each chapter ;eads  like an
opting chapter. We hope the
story will break into a novel
even though we know it
won’t. We’ve got to keep
going on in this awkward cir-
cle with stops and starts  to get
back where we began.

And it’s not a book to be
read in one sitting or even
straight through. Ideally you
should keep it lying around
and read a chapter now and
then, or carry it around with
you, which is what I did.
Stuffed it in my large pocket
while skating at Harbomfmnt
I had it with me. too. when a

visiting writer  came  to town
and we went out to one of the
more famous stripbars in
Toronto.  McFadden goes to
stripbars, too, and in one of
them he has a meeting of
minds with a stripper called
Pinkie. He sees her and the
other girls dancing naked in
mirrors.

But he also believes in coin-
cidence (well. what goes
around comes around, doesn’t
it), and a white Volvo and
Rilke’s poems keep popping
uo when vou least exuect
tlienl.  -

So I wasn’t surprised in the
least when. with McFadden’s
book on the bar, I saw Rnkie
dancing in the mirmr.  Charm-
hlg girl.

And very real. Because MC
Fadden is instructive on the
distinction between what is
true and what is real. “What-
ever we write becomes real,”
he says. “Whatever we don’t
write disappears forever.” I3

~0QxDll.w .

h.em=t  aDdy
ByGeoqfeBoweri~@
FIZLLMELL
byRabhBbsu

ROBIN BLASER has been
among us in Canada for 25
years, a major poet who has
had a remarkable influence
on West Coast poets and
other writers. The remarkable
is even more remarkable
given the scarcity of Blaser’s
publishing. Prior to PefI Msll:
seven thin books and pam-
phlets of.verse. This nice
thick new volume nearly dou-
bles the poet’s output

Thank g;oodness for that.
Thank the Coach House edi-
tors, Sharon These”  and
Michael Ondaatje for that.
They and the invaluable pub
lisher have made for us a
beautiful, diffudt and reread-

able book It is mre adult p&
etry. a confrontation of mor-
tality, a demand  .for
intellectual community.

In “The Fire,” an essay
Blaser published in 1980. he
described his literary pur-
pose: ‘1 suppose I want to say
that the real business of poet-
ry is cosmology, and I’m
claiming’my own stake in
this.”

Thus Blaser’s verse is not
anecdotal, not confessIona
and personal. It is unafraid of
thinking aloud in the compa-
ny of Nietzsche and Octavia
Paa.  In other words. it wants
no part of the too&en heard
aw-shucks Canadian cultural
crioge. Among other things,
Blaser’s poetry seeks to re-
cover or plan a civiliition. In
his introduction to the recent-
ly published selected poems
of Louis  Dudek. Blaser writeiter
“Our nature,  that  is. is to work
the atoms of the mind’s
music, words, in a composi-
tion of identity and order
against triviality.”

Blaser has been, all hi writ-
ing life, accused of hermeti-
cism, or obscurantist ambi-
tion. But the work is not really
obscure: it is difficult. It re-
quires intelligence and curios-
ity and perseversnce from its
audience. As Williain Carlos
Williams once said in a poem:
‘I wanted to write a poem/
that you would understand/ .

But you got to try hard-”
’ ‘Yoi  have to try harder with
Blaser than you do with
Williams. Yet I know a teen-
age boy who bought Pell Mell,
his first book of poems. He
has been reading it as well as
he can for a week and more.
Some poets and some readers
(see Wiot) see no good rea-
s,on to make poetry easier
than living. Yet Blaser has
been for years  writing numer-
ous short poems all entitled
‘The Truth is Laughter.” An
zittentive  reader learns to see
and acknowledge the doubled
gesture when the poet in this
collection refers to his subject
and antagonist as “that deadly
plaything, thought.”

That deadly player, Thotb,
got us into our fix. Robin
Blaser. to counter vain no-

- -
a slave, used to say that  we do

not in our most serious and
vulnerable moments speak
poetry i rather poetry
speaks us. Great modem po-
etry does not allow of the sin-
gle voice.. Rzra  Pound taught
us ZOth-centmy  readers to ex-
pect a lot of quotations, from
texts and from life’s dis-
course. Poetry is polyglot.
Blaser is, for instance, a
speaking citizen of a constant-
ly created world. not a bard
bu; tt/st  a presiding eye

As this book proceeds the
reader notices that it is com-
posed. As it gathers toward
the last pages we bear more
and more often the poet’s ar-
gument that poetry, like
Pound’s Cfv/n.  is not a one-
man job. Blaser speaks for a
writing that is not lyric, sio-
gle-voiced. egoistic, confes-
sional. Poetry comes from
outside. It is made by the
compaoy  of Nets:  ‘if I think
‘1’ unifies/ I lose,/ and the
feeling overflows the bucket”
he says in a poem about the
politics of poetics.

I think that the key quota-
tion in this book is the one
from Montaigne, his answer
to the question of why he
loves: “Par c* qlrs  c’cstoit Jui;
tkzar ea que c’estoit my: Blaser
sensibly follows the lead that
Charles Olson and Willhim
Blake were following when
they came to identify form
with love. Love is also at the
mot of a sew& for civiliza-
tion: if it is not, that eiviliza-
tion is not one to be wanted.
In Blaser’s ongoing series,
“Image-Nations,” continued
here, tbe imagination ties the
moral effort to the possiiity
of the recovered civilization I
mentioned.

That sub-paradise cannot be
$anned  by a single (lyric)
&ye, nor will it be made kom a
univalent material. In a poem
for bpNicho1. Blaser writes:
“the fems,dream as they re-
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hd to green  the &Irma-
tion. the/ dis-creation. the
kbldness of fragments.” what
a discovery, that phrase!

So if we hear some of the
Romantic poet’s voice, it is the
part that is concerned with so-
cial-artlstic  prophecy, not the
heroic individual: ‘that  is his
claim to fame, to/ seek qut
what is beyond any single/
man or woman. or the multi-
ples/ of them the magic
counby that./ is homeland.”

This is what makes for serl-
ousness  in poetry: not to show
the interesting self to the wiIl-
ing world. but to show the
possibilities in that world to
readers who will understand
that “the language/  composes
the good.” The prophetic  Ian-
yage speaks “our inclination
for one another,” not thwom-
man *positivisms of the self/
that die into an urn.”

This is not to say that
Maser’s poetry will not deliver
pictures for those who want
the visual as well as the
thoughtful. In a series  of re-
markable and unprecedented
poems on his childhood
Blaser offers dancing in sock-
feet on the floor of the school
gymnasium, and the boy who
had to bury the cow, then
come back and cot the cow’s
protruding feet off at ground
level.

But the images are never
there to support the anec-
dotes of the individualist that
v.ze get in much of our Ii&m-
hue. The images are the fmg-
ments out of which to build an
art Blaser’s idea of the com-
munal work is best seen in an-
other of his ongoing series,
“The Great Companions.”
This current collection ends
with hvo of them, one con-
cerning Pindar and one con-
cerning Robert Duncan,
whom Blaser met at oniversi-
ty.

“Robert Duncan” is one of
the most moving and highly
accomplished poems of our
time and place. In it. Biaser’s
great theme is heautilly pm
nounced in words shared by
the hvo poets, hvo other pe&
pie cited, and the poem: “The
kc& i;z the breast is not ymw
heart  only: it is a wnicm~mic
au, o COSIZOS  ofall  PosJible  ex-
perieuces  that no one fan

OWL’
If you want a book you will

need to have when you are
reappraising our poetry’s his-
tory 30 years from now, get
this one. Become, lf you take
the care, a companion. 0

bysuyvlanen
Ammibz.  185pqsr5 kW5pnprr
flsm 0 s2xz9e  od 4

FOROURIDVRIS
ABOVRTHRIAW
bj D. Z&man  Zadeh
.Zmm  hmolio~  Xnritife,  35

&a--s5mlwer  us.%v 0 9216 0.2 8 .
IN A RECENT Ctobc  and Mail
article about fathers whd have
custody of their children, the
headline notes “Duties Con-
flict for Single Fathers: Caring
for Children Can Hamper Ca-
reers.” The witer sympatheti-
cally talks of the diicolty sin-
gle fathers face in juggling
career, housework, and child
care. Apparently, ‘the practl-
csl fact is that b&g a single
father involves compromises
on the job that may slow
down a man’s advancement.”
As if women hadn’t known
that for decades in relation ito
their  own jobs, and borne the
brunt of it

Nohvithstanding  the diffi-
culty of being a single parent,
it now seems more and more
fathers want to take on the
role - although with a hvist
They want to be; “joint custo-

dll parents” - to share the
parenting with their exwives
although not necessarily the
responsibility. Attacking the
concept of joint custody is like
a&eking  motherhood, al-
though ironically that’s often
what joint costody is all about
Susan Crean fearlessly deals
with this new and ecstatically
heralded concept in a concise
and pas&ate  way.

Joint custody has existed
for years - many separated
parents share the tisponsibili-
tyforchildcareinsnamlca-’
ble and constructive manner.
The reason Crean felt com-
pelled to write her book was

not to examine or criticize
these smoothly functioning
arrangements but rather to
explore the latest trend: a de
mand:for the legislative and
judicial imposition of joint
custody in all or most cases.
The idea is supported by ‘fa-
thers’ rights” groups and
many politicians. It sounds
good. After all, why shouldn’t
the child have the benefits  of
both a mother and a father
even if the parents are sepa-
rated? But as, Michele Lands-
berg says in her insightfol in-
troduction to Crean’s book,
this is “an easy answer to vex-
ingpmblems.” She points out
that the most ov&whelming
problem for divorced moth%rs
and children is that the major-
ity of fathers pay neither,at-
tention nor child support to
their offspring. In fact, she
says, most d&reed  mothers
stmggle not to keep fathers
away from their children, but
to get &hers to visit or phone
more often.”

Cresn  explores the complex
and diicult issues of legislat-
ed joint custody. Very often. it
simply becomes a lever in re-
ducing the wife’s support and
property division claims. Fa-
thers’ rights groups say they
need the legislation because
there is a judicial bias against
men - yet Crean shows that
the vast majority of men do
not contest custody and do
not seem to want it. One
would think that if anyone
had something to fear from ju-
dicial bias it would be women
- after all, out of 74 family
court judges in Ontmio. only
four are women, and the

statlstlcs  for women In other
provinces are equally bleak

Crean also explodes the
myth that joint custody is
alive and well in the United
States. Many Canadian leg&
lators point to CalIfomla  legis-
lation as the model. The evL
deuce, though, is that the
results of that legislation have
been horrible and it ls being
urgently reconsidered. As one
study noted by Crean stateg

forcing (by legislation or
court order) pwents  to carry
joint de&ion-msktng  respoa-
sibilities  in the face of such
obstacles as mntinuing  acri-
mmy can mean perpetuating
the mntliih  between them.
perhaps exacerbating the
conflicts which led to their
separation in the 6rst place

Crean offers a much-needed
examination of the Canadian
scene. She looks at the cry for
joint custody not only &om fa
thers’ rights groups but also
from well-meaning legislators,
mediators, social workers, and
others. In her study of the
American experience and the
gadian movement she notes

feminists who have anal-
ysed the mechanics and in+
plications  of joint custody
legislation have come to
see it as badly thought  out
and ill researched . . . .
What legislated joint cus-
tody does is add a new chip
to the poker game, upping
the ante for the weaker
partner and creating extra
pressure  for her to give ln
earlier and press her case
less forcefully. A prasomp
tlon for joint custody in the
law cannot help but steer.
the existing balance of”
power in divorce or separa-
tion negotiations in favour
of the more powerful.
The feminist movement, in

Crean’s words, “has not yet
cottoned  on to the fact that
the battle between patriarchy
and feminism has shifted, and
~K&~~ is now over our chil-

. . This hook is an at-
tempt to raise the issue and

’ sound the alarm.’ Crean does
both well, through heart-
breaking examples and tbor)
ough analysis.

D. &deli’s  For Our Love is
Abow the Low: A Small Mm&
@to  is written by what I gath-
erisabitterand.enragedman
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whose wife was granted cw
tody of their small daughter.
According to Zadeh, the judge
is totally to blame for this in-
justice -not the mother, not
other circumstances, not the
matrimonial history, and cer-
tainly not D. Zadeh. m

writing ecu
Miss Nobody
By Iaurel Boom

Iiziz2%SFU
FANNYBURNEY,
VOLUME It 1768-1773
editad by Lara E. Tmide
MffiilCQucmli.  381 pap, S5%00
ClO%iCWNO?73SOWS5)

PUBLISHED L!ZTTBBS  and
journals, like any other books,
must both delight and in-
struck however famous their
author and in whatever terms
critics may express these re-
qukements. Considering that
the aim of lars TYoide  was
clearly -perhaps solely - to
instruct, his Early JouraaZs
and Lefteps  of Famy Barney:
VMme  I is a remarkably de-
lightful book.

When Fanny Bumey wrote
the thst entry in the journals
published here, she was al-
ready an experienced writer,
although she was only 15
years oM. She had burned her
earlier diaries, poems, plays,
and novel on her 15th birth-
day, resolving not to waste
any more time in such idle
pursuits. Usually, adolescent
girls of literary bent address
themselves to diaries out of
IoneJfness.  ff tbii was true of
Fanny tve will never know, be
cause in her old age she ten
sored her youthful effusions,
cuttingpertsofpagesasweB
as entire leaves tirn her note
books, cance5ing some words
and passages and writing  over
others in heavy black ink, and

pasting slips of paper -
sometimes themselves cut
from the journal - over of-
fending paragraphs. However,
the material that remains
shows die titer to be gener-
ally comfortable, energetic,
agreeably occupied, cheerful
(even giddy at times). socla-
ble if somewhat shy, and sur-
munded by a thmily that was
happier and more loving than
many. Self-examination was
not Fanny’s preoccupation,
and she seems to have altered
her girlhood journals more to
cover up the indiscretions and
indehcaeies of others than to
revise her own character for
posterity. Unlike the more
common teen-aged soul-
searcher, Fanny regales her
imaginary confidante “Miss
Nobody” with tales of visiting
and visitors, concerts, plays.
and family affairs, aqd she

parently  for the sheer plea-
sure of doing so. Fanny’s
enthusiasm for the life around
her and her delight in the va-
garies of human nature carry
the reader through the bogs
and brier patches caused by
her later censorship and the
intrusions of scholarship.

The Bumey family seems to
have hoarded every scrap of
paper any of them ever laid
pen to, thus supplying grist
for the mills of academe for
more than 200 years. Fanny
Burney’s  early journals were
published in 1890,  1907, and
1913, and it is temptbtg  to ask
whether the world needs tbis
new edition. However.
Troide’s book promises to be
of inestimable value.  Instead
of publishing the journals in
the form prescribed by the au-
thor in her old age (as the
first and subsequent editors
did), Troide and his associ-
ates recovered as much as
they couJd  of the young
Fanny% original writing from
beneath the cancellations,
&movers,  emendati&m. and
embellishments. In his anno-
tations, Troide connects these
early journals with the rest of
the Bumey family’s published
li6Bwritfng  as well as with fhe
intellectual, literary, socfal,
and polftical  history of the pe
riod and the genealogies of
hundreds of people men-

tioned or conspicuously not
mentioned. Finally, Troide
has tried to present the whole
in a readable format despite
the plethora of variant and on-
cart& read&s and the gaps
fnthetext

‘Doide  followed as far as he
&ought practical the rigorous
editorial and scholarly stan-
dards established over 20
years ago by Joyce Hemlow,
when she began editing The
/ownok  and Letten  ef Fanny
l3uumey  (Madame d%blayJ,
17'91-1840.  but two of hi& de-
cisions must be questioned.
He piabdy  calls aii of Madame
d’Arblay’s  emendations  “bad,”
although common sense sug-
gests that some of them must
supply clar&xtions,  and all of
them must supply insight into
the changes in Fanny’s per-
sonality as she aged. Troide
includes some of these
changes within brackets in
the text and others in annota-
tions and introductions, but,
in .leaving  out an undisclosed
amount of Madame d’Arblay’s
commentary, he has fore-
stalled one of the more obvi-
ous studies that might have
arisen from his project The
index is deficient in a similar
way. In his introduction,
Troide defends what might
seem to be excessive annota-
tion on the grounds that some
apparently insignificant per-
son may turn out to be of
great historical importance.
Yet the headnote  to the index
explains that whereas all
proper names mentioned by
Fanny are included, a selec-
tion has been made among
names in annotations and in-
troductory material so as to
include only ‘the more sfgnii-
cant or interesting” ones. Sig-
nificant or interesting to
whom?

These complaints aside,
there is no question that 77ae
Early Journals and Letters of

Fanffy Bumy:  Volume I is a
contribution of tremendous
value to English intellectual
and so&l history. Scholars in
many disciplines will look for-
ward to .the remaining vol-
umes! which will bring the
early ~oumals  up to the bepin-
ning of the 12volumeJounr&
and Letters of Fanny Burnsy
Uvladaar  &Arblay).  1791-
1840, and so complete the
modern edition of tbe 7.3~~
record kept by this indefatfga-
ble writer. El

cent novel makes peculiar
fare - for the uninitiated at
least The book presents itself
as an adult novel in the com-
pany of the author’s widely
hailed Spirit Wrestler, chest
Fox, and The White Dawn.
What we 9nd is a l’lyearold
Toronto youth exiled to Ba6Tn
Island for getting mixed up
with drugs and the law.
Jonathan Aird, apparently a
brilliant pianist, has fallen ht
with the wrong crowd be-
cause he plays jam. His father
has died, his mother cares
more for her business career
than for her son. and his
uncle is a kind of Dickensii
recluse who runs the Hud-
son’s Bay post in the fictitious
village of Nanuvik  on Baffin.
Mother and uncle are trustees
of young Jon’s inheritance
and could keep bim a peuper
till he’s 40 if he doesn’t prove
himself  to be a “sensible and
steady person.”

If you thbtk tbis sounds Iike
material for clichd, you’re
right Add a nasty schoolmap
ter, a cheerful HBC clerk
named Noddy, love at fmt
sight with a pretty Inuk girl,
andasiuistermanwithascar.
The reader could be excused
for tbbtkktg  of it all as %nJd
Bjyton Goes Ouhvard Bound
toTeen Bomance.” -
N o  doubt  Whiteout  should
be reclassified as “young
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adult”  ficIion. Even then  them
would be problems, particu-
larly with credibility of charac-
ter and motivation, but at least
one’s expectation5 would be
in the right genre

On the other hand, Hous-
ton’s credentials as a true
man of the north come
through in passionately
telling detail.  When Jon’s foot
iirst touches the wind-packed
snow of the airstrip at Fro-
blsher Bay, “the ground
seemed to squeal in aoguish.”
An Inuk granny cuts teabags
open becau5.5  she doesn’t Iii
paper in her tea. During a
break in the Christmas dance,
“the dancers ran peli-mell  out
into the light cast beyond the
open door and stood breath-
ing deeply, their foreheads
shining in the immense cold
oftheAr&cnight  ;. . .Jon
watched the steam from their
bodies rise iii thirty bonthes
in the freezing air.” One
needs to know, and love,
whereof one speaks to be able
tb say thii like that

In such moments, unfet-
tered by the demands of a
moralistic plot and its forntu-
MC need for stock characters,
Houston doesn’t “write abour
the High Arctic, he recreates
it on the page. As one strug-
gles through the first hun-
dred-odd page5 of manipulat-
ed developments. the savage
beauty of the landscape and
the enduring. quirky warmth
of its inhabitants keep hope
alive.

‘ihen. with part two and the
whiteout of the title, hope is
rewarded. Three young peo-
ple on a dogsied cross the sea
ice in a long sequence crack-
ling with action and veraciw
and explosive  manifestation5
of the shamanistic spirits ,tbat
inhabit  Houston’s holistic em-
brace of the North. This is
strong and wonderful stuff.
The thoughts, feelings, and
actions of the characters be-
come inseparably melded,
emblematic of a profound one
ness  i;l extm~ks that makes
the denouement of the novel
entirely credible.

Perhaps iVAffeont  was sim-
ply ill conceived, falling be-
tween genres intended for the
adult and the young without
successfully claiming the diH-

cult territory of the young
adult. Perhaps it was not well
edited. Certainly, the book
could be a hundred page5
longer. Its character5 and
story of discovery and choice
could be strong and com-
peliing if left to their own de
vices and more naturally de
veloped.  Jon, for instance. is a
very thoughtful and attractive
young man when we aren’t
being told he’s a troubled
teen-age rebel, which he just
isn’t And his uucle Calvin is
clearly a charming and corn
passionate eccentric who
never carries off the rotbles5
tyrauny Houston hiitiaUy  ask5
of him. Houston knows his
northern characters as he
knows their landscape, but
has subjected them to a
cliched ‘southern” plot that
they do not inhabit comfort-
ably. 0 . . ’

SWdOWE%

By Dennis Cooley
rmxx-~couNTRy
;o&Im&oF  COuImRY.

by B?.ny  smdlwt
bfcCfefkznd  & S/mod,  388 &es,
$21.85 doJk fi3iW 0 7710 16151)

IN THIS  BOOq Barry Broad-
foot returns to a place and its
people that he is able to
chronicle with special sympa-
thy. Those who spoke to
Broadfoot speak to us in the
immediacy and dignity of
their lives. Their speech is
certainly there: it’s laconic,
loose, and additive, tumbles in
coordinates and double sub-
jects. It’s there in appeals to
listeners, the pop of idioms
and hyperbole: grass stands
“yea high,” some people hape
little  tbns for “smali  potatoes,”
some ‘had.the old thinking-
cap on.’ Some folks howl
their heads off, others should
soak their heads iu a bucket,
still others blow their stacks.

There’s hyperbole too:
‘They’re here to etsrnity,” the
foik5insmalitownsare.even
where winter’s “cold asa billy
gOat’S  ass.”

The anonymouinarrators
tell wonderful stories  stuffed
witb imagination and sound.

He&s what  happens when an
“old gee&’ rescues you on a
country road: WeR, he walks
up.. . and he says, ‘Give it 5
roll-over.’ 253333353rrrr
ezez~~. About twice. He takes
a pair of pliers  out of his over-
alls and he fart5 amund and
says hy it again. Zoom. I got
me a car again.” There’s jump
in that language. And in the
repetitions. One woman keeps
a record of births  “A woman
would be for&-five  and have
had sixteen or eighteen chil-
dren, bing, bing, and they
were still having them.” A
young woman. restless to
leave. tells us of what she
longed for, what she missed,
what there was for her at
home: “and all it was about,
this life, was nothing. Just

nothing, nothing, nothing.”
What more is there to say?

No’ more of this town’milk,  ,,
“so weak you could spear fish
in it. No, a cow’s the answer.
Gkat  upmar. Who’s going to
milk the cow? You, I tell the
kids, you guys. And collect
the eggs. What eggs? Big up
roar. The eggs from the
chickeus.  We’re going  to save
money like nobody has be-
fore.”

Many people break into p6
ehy. One afta another. page

:
.

af&er  page. they speak. You
know about spring? “You can’t
put a name to what you smell,
it’s just there. You can’put  .
your hand out and feel like
you’re stroking something
new and  warm.” Most of these
moments seem rqxved  for

Some of the most inviting
voices sound a5 though they’d
just escaped from a Robert
Rroetsch novel. Rambunc-
tious, inventive - they dance
on OUT  funny  bones. There’s
the farmer  who decides he’s
going to save some money.

the seasons, the dip or rise of
sun, hnd they are theie.-
across the book, luminous
momenta The wind, always
there in your face, making the
chimes on the porch go clin-
ka-clink-clink in a musical
way. The sunrise  in the spring

I look out the window
2 there it is, so big and red
. . . . and there is our wheat,
all green. and bk&ng io the
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wind. moving all the time.”
There are wonderful leaps of
language. too, when people
speak of electricity and radio
coming in, the nmgic of those
lights and sounds There is a
deliihtful account of opulence
on the railroad, and another
of how Aberhart  spoke to peo-
ple’s hopes. A particular joy
tells of “a monster Salk. a

Thii is a good book, a joy to ment himself on’ o~“er.  To fp
read. I only wish it had gone a

Hy Gmdas Jane Dorsey
LIVINGTHJXPARTt

ZZ%Z!i?O?
~cANADrAIasrARD0Iw:

IN THESE DAYS of free-trade
debate and despair, how to re
sist  a book, even an a&x% bi-
ography, subtiiled “The
Dilemma of Canadian Star-
dom”? It’s a” apt subtitle for
a” unusual and irresistible
chronicle and memoir.

Orson Welles called John
Drainie ‘the best radio actor
in the world.” Bronwyn
Drainie. John’s eldest child
and herself a broadcaster and
writer. has written a lucid,
readable and odnionated bi-
Bgraphy of hei late father.
From his birth fJn 1916) and
childhood i” Vancouver to his
death from cancer in 1966, hi
life is chronicled with insight,
analysis, humour, and faithhd-
ness to the facts. The book is
worth reading more than once
and hanging&o as a” invalu-
able source of information on
the histoly of Canadian radio,
television, and the&e. Fur-
thermore, it is never boriap,
“ever pedantic - rather, it’s
as engaging as a thriller.

search his story.-Bronwy”
had little written material  ex-
cept a diary  of his late teen-
age years-but she reviewed
hundreds of hours, recorded
on acetate discs and ki-
nescopes. of his work in radio
and television, most of it un-
dertaken for the CBC, be-
tween 1937 and 1966. She
had, as well, the remem-
brances of such colleagues as
Fletcher Markle, Lorne
Greene, Kate Reid, Frances
Iiyland, Andrew Allen, Dou-
glas Rain, Barry Morse,
Austjp Willis, Paul Kliimsn.
Lister  Sin&ir,  Patrick Wat-
so”, Don Harron,  Mavor
Moore, and many others: the
list is long and reads like a. . _. _ _

-dandy. a stem-tender. a &og-
swallower of a thing.” Ear-
catching, too. are c%e per-
son’s thoughts about how the
prairie can come back from a
desert, words inviting in their
rhythm, their clean naming of
things, their snap and beauty.

The entries fill in a” indo-
able  history of prairie people,
and of the fresh turns their
language accords them. For
archival purposes alone they
would be important, but they
will be generative, too, for
anyone who cares about nam-
ing and speaking of the place.

Which brings me to a qoib
ble.  It looks as though Bmad-
foot decided to stick pretty
much to farmers. The prefer-
ence makes sense but it rein-
forces all the stereo&pes  of
prairie folk as.a  bunch of hay-
seeds. however dignified or
eloquent they may be. In Next-
fiu’eor  Cotortry there are no in-
tellectuals or artists to speak
of. no naturalists. few pmfeb
sionals. no children. There is
virtually nothing on the most
northern or most southern
parts of Manitoba and
Saskatchewan, and so on. So
we get a section on oil in Al-. ~. . Don’t get me wrong. This is

no Mommic Dearest.  Whileberta  ;uld yet we get nothing
on. say, potash or coal mining Bronwyn Drainie makes no
in Saskatchewan. Broadfoot secret  of her vouthfol  dislike
could have made some room
by cutting back on tales of
farmers’ bankroptcies  in the
’70s. Instead he’s ended up
with something which, ten
tred in Alberta. scarcelv al-

of her father, it was based on
his occasional temperamental
outbursts at home, not on any
more scandalous behaviour.
He was a gentleman. a profes-
sional. and a genius at work;
there’s no &dence he played
around on his wife; he loved,
supporte,d, and encouraged
his eight children; you’ won’t
find skeletons in any of his
closets. Nevertheless, I was
spellbound by this beautifully
told Iii.

lows prairie piople to-rise
about naiVe politics or to show
any cultural awareness of
themselves. Toronto media, if
ever they think of the prairies.
want to suppose that prairie
writers m-shucks, gosh-dam.
and hyperbolate  in the man-
ner of an inebriated duck.
Others know the prairies, suf-
fer the mistreatments, speak
of the place. Why don’t we
hear from them, too? _

John Drainie did not do&

roll call of famous names tram
Canadian  - and international
- broadcasting history. It in-
cludes those, like Christopher
plummer,  who left Canada to
become “stars,” and those we
knoti as CBC regulars over
the years who stayed to be
what we have instead of stars
in Canada: household names
who “ever quite get the hon-
our, the money, or the power
of American’ stars, but who
are broadly recognized and
respected among the critics
and audiences-of their coun-
try. .’

Because of his talent, and
the nahlre of the era when he
entered broadcasting, John
Drainie was in the enviable
yet awkward position of hav-
ing made it to the top of his
profession here at a very early
age. To go to New York or
London,. both of which he
tried at different  points  in his
career, was to enter a strange
middle ground between re-
spect and lack of status. He
was known, but they didn’t
know what to do with him.
The r&t was a souldestmy-
ing limbo - and a quick re-
tar”  to Canada.

Bronwyn Drainie has a
clear, laconic style with plenty
of kick in it. On the decline in
quality and originality of CBC
radio programming, for exam-
ple, she writes:

It used to be axiomatic in
broadcasting circles thai
audiences related to people
on television in an entirely
diireat way em those on

radio . . . _ But as’CBC
radio moves more  in the di-
rection of a&.&e ‘person-
ality bmadcasting.”  the dis-
tin&n between style and’
substance will blur com-
pletely. We are already well
on tke way. ‘Day&t  with
Danny Finkleman and
Mary Ambmse  managed to
fill two hours of tbe “ation-
al AM network every day
last season with absolutely
no content at all.
On Nathan Cohen:
Cohen’s prejudice against
radio had the effect of
ali+i”g  almost the entire
professional performing
communiw in Toronto. In
my. childhood home, there
were very few immutable.
beliefs we were forced to
share. btit  that Nathan
Cohen was the Antichrist
was drummed into my psy-
che from the earliest possi-
ble age.
On the penchant of Canadi-

a” producers and directoix  to
cast second-stting America”~
instead of first-rate Canadians
in key roles:

In Canada the cultural pie
always seems to be of
strictly  limited proportions,
sothatifonearttstgetsan
important  graat  or comn&
sion. another will be de--
prived; if a foreigner is
brought in to do a film or
television part, that part
must be subtracted Tom
the fixed  “umber of roles
available that seaso” to
Cadiin  actors. If there  is
a bad-tempered tone to
most public pronounce-
ments by Canadian artists,
it is the bad temper of per+
pie getting their toes
stepped o” in a crowded
subway car.
Drainie places her failer in

context, using his life as a
frame on which to hang a
comprehensive overview of
broadcasting history in the
years he was active, and her
comments and analysis con-
nect those beginnings with
the years since. But she never
stints on the life itself; the
man and his achievements are
there in three dimensions,
and her insight is that of a fel-
low artist as well as a daugh-
ter. 0
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suggested what kinds of pit
tures  he wanted to gee  io it.
Gaenon  obedientlv  set to
wo;k pmducing  75 L&entian
snow sce*esz  halfhii  lifetime
painting production. Boissay
says the French  critical recep
tion to that show was “quite
~arm,~  with a number  of wit-
ers remarking on the artist’s
ability to depict convincingly
the myriad light effects of a
low winter sun on snow.
Later, around 1930, when
Gagnon came under the spell
of the Scandinavian painters,
who were at least equal maa
ters of the same effects, his
drawing and composition
firmed up and the increased
emphasis  on figures  made his
paintings more affecting.

I can’t understand why the
publishers allowed every f&h
plate in this well-researched
volume to be reproduced
from horrendously out-of-
focus negatives. Maybe they
used frames from Boissay’s
1985 television film on the
artist. Gagoon,  the perfection-
ist, would never have stood
for it.

Why don’t other museums
in the country  take advantage
of the opportunity to borrow
some of the splendid loan
exhibitions that Pierre
ThIheberge,  the director of the
Montreal Museum of Fine
Arts, has been bringing over
from France in the last few
years? “Marc Chagall:  Works
from the Collections of the

‘Mu&e National d’Art Mod-
eme”  is just the latest in a 86
ries of major shows that have
spotlighted the paintings of
Picasso, Mird, and others for
a month or hvo in Montreal,
the” gone right back to Paris,
while in Toronto  we’re nour-
ished on slender slices of rela-
tive art-historical arcana,
served up by major U.S. cm-
;zAtioos  and_ private gal-

At ieast  we can enjoy the
lovingly produced cstalogoes
the MMFA puts out. Marc
Chagell (Montreal Museum
of Fine Arts, 199 pages, $50
cloth) comprises 92 colour
and 65 duotone photographs
and reproductions of works
from the ‘Dation Chagall,”
the pictures Chagall’s heirs
settled on the French pvem-

on smow
Halfof  Clarence Gagnon’s  lifetime

prodtiction  ofpaintings was done to order
fir a show in Paris  in 1909

J3y Ross skoggard

VASARI  W R O T E  Lives of the
Atiisls because even in the
16th century  people wanted to
know what the men who
made the pictures were like.
Since we admire the same
qualities in a work of art that
we admire in people - sincer-
ity, grace. intelligence. wit -
and also find similar faults  -
glibness, ostentation, devious-
ness - there has probably al-
ways been the urge among art
lovers to reach around, or
through. tbe work to the per-
son who made it and to com-
parehimorhertotbeart.

Some people have taken
great satisfaction in the dis-
covery  that Pablo Kcasso, to
give the most prominent re-
cent example, was not a
model husband and father.
His iU4restment of women in
particular, it is argued, some
how disqualifies  his images of
themasgrestart-asifto
admire his weeping portraits
of Dora Max,  say. is to be-
come an accomplice in what
he did to make her cry in the
first place.

Now, from ‘Nctoyaktok  on
the Arctic Ocean comes a
study.  Picasso end Marie-
The&se Walter, 1925-
1927 (Editions Isabeau,  172
pages, $22.00 cloth), by Inoit
art collector and general prac-
titioner Dr. Herbert T.
Schwarz, which purports to
show, from the evidence oftbe
work. that the 44-year-old
Pablo Picasso had “‘relations”
with Mar&Th&+se  Walter in
1925 - ho years before he
ever admitted he did, and a full
year before her 16th birthday!

Schwr& attempts to iden-

tie MarieTh~r~se  from her
likeness in synthetic Cubist
images of the period, and his
feverish dissection of draw-
ings from 1925 and ‘26, in-
cluding graphs charting the
frequency of what Schwarz
calls ‘double images” - faces
rendered with combined
frontal and profile elements
- are only rarely convincing.
The real, solid evidence of his
concIusio”s.  which he says he
obtained only after his analy-
sis of the pictures was com-
plete, is the account of Marie-
Th&+se’s initial encounter
with Picasso in .the Gare  St.
hare, provided by. her older
sister who was with her on
the day in 1926. Unfortonately
for Dr. Schwars,  the release
of his book coincided with the
publication in Vowify  Fair last
summer of an article breaking
the same news by the art crit-
ic John Richardson: it was ac-
companied by illustrated love
letters from Kcasso to Marie
Th&&e  dated 1925 and ‘26.

In C@rence Gagnon (Her-
itage Broquet,  201 pages,
$60.00 cloth), Ren6  Boissay, a
former Radio-Canada pmdub
er, makes the expatriate
Canadian Post-Impressionist
out to be that historical
anomaly, the happy artist. The
comfortably middle-class
painter evidently had no trou-
ble at all finding success and
fitting into a comfortably mid-
dle-class pm-World-War-1 art
world.

In late 1909 A. M. Reit-
linger, the owner of one of the
largest art galleries in Paris,
offered Gagnon  a show in
tiwee years’ time, and then

ment in lieu of inheritance
taxes. The artist was a master
colorist who effortlessly as-
similated successive constroc
tivist,  cubist, and smrealist  in-
fluences into his whimsical,
narrative paioting  style. Two
sensitive essays, from 1951
and 1964, a 1962 interview,
and a chronology and bibliog-
raphy complete this exem-
plary cataiogw

The world is a cold, cmel
place for Canada’s industrial
designers. Hewers of wood
and drawers of water don’t
often have much of a” eye for
the nice points of modular
moulded plastic integrated
stacking systems. And those
that do probably buy some
thing made io Mil~ilan. To help
remedy the situation, Peter
Day and Linda Lewis, two
freelance curators, spent four
years scomi”g the cou”tly  to
bling 120 Canadiandesigned
products together io the 1966
exhibition “Art in Everyday
Life”  at Toronto’s Power Kant
Gallery.

The catalogoe to the exhibi-
tion, Art in Everyday Life
(Summerhill Press/The
Power Plant, 176 pages,
$24.95 paper) shares the flaws
of the exhibition itseK The
decision by the designer of
that show to display chairs
and tableware on angled
shelves was particularly iti-
tating because it confounded
the viewer’s ability to sense
the balance of the objects.
How a thing stands, how it
supports itself, how gracefully
it countera  and accedes to the
pull of gravity are essential
components of any object’s
“presence.” Seeing the objects
on aogled  shelving obliterates
that and replaces it with a”
unsubtle reminder from the
exhibition designer that “I’m
an artist, too, you know.”

I” the catalogue,  it’s the
book designer who &Jli at-
tention to himself at the ex-
pense of the objects. Was it
necessary, for instance, to lav-
ish a total of 12 photografis
on And& Morin’s “Match 1”
modular kitehen storage sys-
tern, yet leave three out of
foor other designs in the exhi-
bition uniU”strated?  The corn-
tars’  halting “product de&p
tions”  are no substitute for
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even a small pickre.  and with-
out seeing what the majority
of the products look like, it’s
impossible to guess from the
catalogue whether the selec-
tion might  eve” have begun to
illustmte a national style and
approach to design problems.
The bibliography, however,
looks functional.

There is some good art in
the 1988 Gallerie annual
(Gallerie Publications. 144
pages, $12.00),  a quarterly out
of Vancouver devoted to
women’s  art. Eut you have to
search for it. The first work
that made me stop and want
to have a second look was a
vertical abstract sculpture by
Lylian Klimek whose work,
she writes. was recently de-
scribed by an att historian as
““either feminine “or femi-
nist.” Reproducing several
works each by 45 artists in
144 pages results in a clut-
tered layout with too many
black-and-white pictures on a
spread, exacerbating the
problem of distinguishll  the
individual trees from the for-
esL

The editor, Caffyn Kelley,
evidently has a weakness for
expressionist drawings and
paintings packed with bodies,
v:hich may be an approved
feminist genre. As I looked
through the book a thii time.
images by Maggie Lander-
beck, Mayumi Oda, Betye
Saar,  Lesley Bell, Persimmon
Blackridge. Anne Bolivar,
Natalka  Husar. Susan Point,
and Nancy Spem began to re-
veal themselves as having
been executed with a means
to match their  passion.

These artists might have
been better served if the edi-
torlal policy of tbe magazine
were less inclusive, and the
commentary written by some-
one other than the artist This
would certainly have made’
Gallrrie  more like one of the
powerful New York monthlies
that  are so crucial  to big-tie
artists’ careers. But since
lomen do have a legitimate
gripe about having bee” dis-
criminated against in the art
vmrld  (statistically they are
under-represented in muse-
ums and galleries), perhaps
imitating tbe organs that en-
force art-world elitism would

not have been the most sensi-
tive choice for a 6eminist  jour-
nal.

You will search the front
and the hack of.the book in
vain for the name of the a”-
thor of Treasures (Canadian
Museum of Civilizatlon‘and
Old Bridge Press (Camden
House), .I80 pages, $26.95
cloth). a sumptuous picture
book of highlights from  the
hv*milllon-object  national col-
lection of Canadian srcheolog-
ical and cultural a&acts.  In-
stead there’s a list’ of 86
“contributors  to this booY  on
the last page, including a
steering committee, creative
team, production staff,  etc.
. Unfortunately, a book writ-
ten by a cornmRtee is going to
exhibit some predictable
dromedarian shortcomings.
The lack of authorial voice
makes the reader feel he or
she is being addressed by otie
of those smooth and blood-
less voice generators that tell
you when your new ear’s seat-
belt needs doing up. The text
accompanying each glorious
photograph is really an ex-
tended cutllne with most of
the tiresome facts omitted. If
you wa”t to find out how old a
tbii is, what it’s made of, or
how bll it is. you have to con-
sult the ‘catalogue.” at the
back. Still, its a great coUec-
tion and the book makes you
want to see it in person which
may. tier all. be its mimarvpurpose. - -

From the’ evidence of this
half-dozen recent titles,. the
world of Canadian art is not
yet being brilliantly served by
its scholars, curators, and art-
book editors. Most of these
books betray a lack of co”&
dence in their. audience: in
their reluctance to present in-
formation ndt already co-
cooned  in interpretation. in a
patronizing tone, or in. qlip-
shod editing and production.
On the other hand; the an-
healthy numbers generated
by art books published in
Canada could mean the peo-
ple involved beli&e the public
readership for art books and
catalogues doesn’t really mat-
ter anyway,  and that tb& only
readers in Canada who  count
are the ones sitting on grant-
dispensing committees. IY

Into says Angel and her polar bear
can? eat birnanas and play dominoes?

By Linda Granlield

DOES SPRING arrive in April?
Sometimes yes, sometimes
no. After the blustery winter
months we are all longing for
a colourtX.  fruitful spring. but
the weather in April often
holds our expectations in SW.
pense. In the world of books,
too, the same barren weeks
are followed by a profusion  of
spring titles. While planning
the garden, however, readers
can find pleasure looking
back over some of the past
season’s abundant ofi%rlngs.

Arctic winter, with its com-
plications and joys, is chmni-
cled in Narmee Ekoomiak’s
Arctic Meqaories  (NC Press,
28 pages, $14.95). Each page
is printed in both Inuktitut
and English. The book is a
collection of prints, made
from Ekoomlak’s  originals, re
fleeting daily life during  the
srtist?s  childhood in tbe Arc-
tic. The &uggle  to.find  food
.and shelter is tempered by
the joy of tossing  a friend up
in the air in a blanket or play-
ing string games. There’s
plenty of information here:
readers learn how someone
must stay outside the iglu in a
snowstorm in case those in-
side .a trapped under heavy
drifts and must be dug out
The Inuit  sphit  Okpik is de-
picted in story and illustra-
tion, as are ancestral beliefs
and a tender Nativity scene.
Everything is c&tired by
Ekomniak’s  moving oersonal
revelations: I am % Inuk of
the city,” he states. “My
North is not there anymore.’

The pallor of the cover illus-
tration is misleadll,  for Arc
tic Ivfsmmi~ is a hook hdl of
colour.  Acrylic paintinks  de-
pict the barren landscape of
the North, the never-ending
panorama of ice and snow.

Ekoomiak’s felt applique cre
ations. however, are his mas
tenvorks. As a boy, the author
was taught tbe art of embmi-
dery hy his grandfather. Mag-
nificent designs in vivid
c&us are applied to dramat-
ic ha&grounds. The sbnpllcl-
tyofformandexecutlonisa
powenid balance for the teti
both can be enjoyed by child
and adult alike.

Marie-Louise Gay, the au-
thor and iU”strator  of Angel
and the Polar Bear (Stod-
dart, 32 pages, $12.95) ex-
plores a” imaginary  Arctic in
her latest pichuebook  Angel
is a &year-old  with Wes,
messy hair, missing teeth,
and a loud voice. She hies to
awake” her drowsy parents in
the morning with invented
stories, which might shock
other parents out of bed, but
not hers. Angel’s inventions
become a fantasy trek
through her apartment 88 the
water she “hears” surrounds
her bed, floods all the rooms,
and car&s  her through a sac
cession of fantastical inci-
dents. A lot can happen while
parents sleep!

Much of the fun in Gay’s
books derives from her use of
secondary characters- here,
for example, Angel’s cat. Chil-
dren following the text and
tbe illustrations will find an-
other, parallel story in the an-
tics of tbe snorkelllng  feline.
Somehow, the most surpris-
ing things make sense. Of
course  opening  a refrigerator
can cause rivers to freeae, and
of course a polara-esr  liveson
ice, so naturally he comes out
of the fridge. And who says
Angel and her polar bear can’t
eat bananas and play domi-
noes?

In contrast to the rollicklog
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pbxyfulness  of Gay’s book, the’
poems in Leaping Lizawl, by
George Swede (Three Trees
Press. 48 pages, $5.95), make
one stop, listen. and look in a
more contemplative, personal
manner. One poem is printed
on each page; some of
Swede’s pieces are no more
than hvo words long, (%min
CLOUDS”)  but each word,
with its typographical mes-
sage, is powemilly evocative.
Language Is presented in all
its sound and silence. Compb
tent young readers are en-
couraged to use their visual
imagination. How ““fortunate
then that the illustrations by
Kimberly Hart o&r such in-
appropriate accompaniment
to the poetry. .?mer coming/
all that way/sunbeam rests/
on the couch” is defeated by a
cross-legged Sun wearing
heart-shaped glasses and a
Carmen Miranda hat. Such
foolishness diminishes the
beauty of the world that
Swede excels in portraying.
uSnow over eve&b&grand-
mother hums as she brushes/
her white hair.”

Ivintefs bleakest prdspects
provide an apt metaphor for
the numbing emotional prob-
lems in Budge Wilson’s
Breakdown (Scholastic. 152
pages, $3.95). In this chal-
lengiy novel. Mr. Colllcutt  is
a ma” driven by the expecta-
tions of others and himself.
Only 33. he’s still in a dead-
end job doing the work of
three  at tbe plumber’s mart in
Halifax. At home, there are
four children and a deter-
mined wife, all of them targets
of his chronic irrita6iUty.  Mr.
Collieott  is not just ‘sick”;
he’s suffering a ‘nervous
breakdown.

Wilson’s fiction  hag always
been gobd at capturing the
vmth of family life, and his
porhayal  of tbis Eamily’s situa-
tlon is obviously based on a
good deal of research. The
Collicutts.  in particular 15
year-old Katie and 11-year-old
Daniel, pass through various
stages of emotional angst as
they try to understand and
help their father. This is a
story of loss and gain on
many fronts. When Dad is ii-
“ally hospitalized, the family
finds its st&ngtbs.  Mum can

be a competent cashiei who
considers movi”g.into  the
computer field. Katie and
Daniel get their priorities
straight and take part in de-
ciding their ow” future. But
they must deal with constant
challenges. and feelings of
guilt and futility.  There are no
pat endings here. Dad is not
completely welI at the end of
the hook but he’s well on the
mend. Like the other mem-
bers of tbe family,  he has m
evaluated his attitude toward
life.

Iti another time and across
the continent from the Colli-
cutts, we meet the resourceful
teen-aged Catrionfl  McLeod.
Orphaned ln Scotland, she im-
migrates to Vancouver with
her grandpare&  at the begln-
ning of the Depression in
Catriona’s Island (Ground-
wood, 127 pages, $7.95). by
Florence McNeil. Catrlona’s
recollections of her first year
in Canada are evocatively
wrltten. McNeil’s “se of sym-
bol and language (despite
some flagrant grammatical er-
rors) is effective. Her atten-
tion to detail  (“he held the tea
cup as,if it had “o’handle”)
provides quick +cter de&
nitions.  The “se of Gaelii folk-
lore and superstition also
works well in the story of a
young girl’s first infatuation,
on an island off the coast of
Vancouver. Her family wants
CatrIona  to-have job secmily,
as a teacher, but she decides
she will not go to normal
school, but wiU be aa artist.
A” encounter with a” older.
married man provides the
emotional catalyst that en-
ables Catrlona to put her life
into perspective. A young
girl’s fears dissipate, and a
You

“8
woman embarks on a

new1 e.
Challenges of another sort

await the title charactei of
Robin Muller’s Little Kay
(North Winds, 32 pages,
$16.95). a fairy-tale with nlbd-
era overtones. The spunky
Kay is the youngest of the old
magician’s daughters. When
the Sultan decrees that each
family must send a so” to
serve as a kniiht for a year
and a day, all the daughters
are anxious to go. Disgrace
and fierce punishments awalt

the parent  who does not send
a so”. The elder daughters
fail in their attempts to nmrcb
to court.  Little  Kay, however,
creates a suit of anno”r from
g kettle, soup pof and platter
and, astride her donkey, be-
gins her journey.

The ridiculous Sultan sus-
pects that this new knight is
not a man. and “roceeds to

am&g look at ‘the subjecr
There is a lot of text in this
picture-book, but the book
still works as a read-aloud for
even the youngest child. The
illustrations ‘are glorious,
tilled with textmes and swirls
of colour, moving from sUhou-
ette to patterned borders and
back. The characters look like
a child’s neiahbours.  so reslib

test her c&&and clever- tic and contemporary are
ness. Rach test, however, only their visages. Kay could be a
succeeds in demonstrating ‘sister, and her eye contact
the foolishness and incompe- wftb  the reader includes the
tence of the other, male, child in Kay’s moment. The
knights. When finally “n- ogre is’s6 ugly he’s cute, and
masked, Kay goes on to save “one of the fearsome charac-
the Stiltan  and the land from a ters wiU ten-l@ a young read-
fierce ogre, u&g brains er. Muller uses words filled
rather than brawn to over- with action and im-
come him. As she casually re age (‘scrunched”, ‘strode”.
marks, “Fine feathers don’t “skewer”, “jubilant”). and his
make a fierce falcon!” In the humour  brings a smile:  ” ‘I any
future, daughters and sons Jabel.’  the ogre bellowed, ‘and
will be equally acceptable in today ls my birthday! So what
the service of the Sultan. do you say?! ‘Happy birthday,

This’ equality of the sexes Jabel!’  whispered tbe Sultan.”
may sound didactic when Little Kay is an entertaining
sbmmarized. but in Muller’s tale for a rainy day when
tale it is a refreshing and spring  is slow in comb. Ei

All Random House College Texts
purchased  prior to December 1. 1999 may

be returned to Random House of Canada for
Cradit until May 31. 1999.

McGraw-Hill Ryemon  will issue
Credit for returns  of Randoh  House College Texts

shipped by.McGraw-Hill&arson  after
Member  1.1999 and for all Random House

College Texts  after May 31. 1999.



VACIAVHAVEL

SEVERAL MONTHS ago I had
the privilege of Hewing va-
clav Havel’s Letters  to olgrr.
witten during four years in a
Czechoslovak prison. Now
Mr. Have1  has been arrested
yet again and sentenced to
nine months in prison. Am-
nesty lntematlonal has cslles
for an urgent action on behalf
of the playwright and those
arrested  with him.

Those wishing to protest
these arrests may write to:
His Excellency  Jan Janovlc.  80
Rideau Terrace, Ottawa KIN
2A1;  and Gudr Gustav Husak,
Prezident CSSR, Praba-Hrad.
Czechoslovakia.

ca?L%

OURM&GXII~ED

KENNETH MCGOOGAN re-
viewing Curry  On Bumping
Uan-Feb,  1989) charges me
vritb  ‘deliberately misrepre-

wrong about the newspa-
per, as now constituted,
sad its sense of purpose:
Thepewspaper  is a busi-

“tt as though the money-
changers in tbe temple
said unto Christ, as he
raised his whip against
them, ‘But we are here for
business! We are not hare
to serve ‘the  religious com-
m u n i t y . ‘ ”
I leave the reader’ to judge.

whether I am misrepresenting
Mr. McGoogan’s  views here,
or whether. on the contrary,
he is doing the misrepresent-
inghimself.

The statement ‘The news-
paper is a business” is of
course  perfectly true. It is the
mot cause of the utter phiii
tinism of Canadian newspa-
pers, in their book review
pages. from one end-of the
country to the other. This is _
the problem I am trying to
cl& and urge that we try to
do somethii about It can be
done. if enough voices are
willing to speak up.

-. But as usual. the reviewer
sentlnp”  his views m his earli- has hlmed to s,,,,,etbiw .else,
er review of The BrmPar s ia this _ to rrersonal aceu_
Boofi. Let me quote the part of
my essay “A Conversation
v:ith Book Reviewers” in

satlons and recriminations,
while burybig  the real -issue
under a cloud.

Louis Dudek
Montreal

which I report bis statements
verbatim:

. .l’d like to tsk~  up in pw
tic&r the comments made
by Kenneth McGowan  in
the Calgary Suuday  Herold.
8 March 1987. McGoogan’s
review of 7Re Eamper Book
states with frankness and
obvious goodwill why
newspapers cannot be ex-
pectcd  to dp a decent job @
wizvia:n”  hterary  books III

’

‘Metcalf  doesn’t under-
stand what a Canadian
newspaper is or how it
works.” says McGoogan.

‘Metcalf8 assumption.
and it’s widely shared. is
that the primary function of
a newspaper book reviewer
is to serve  the literary com-
munity.

‘Trouble is. that commu-
nhy isn’t paying his salary.
The newspaper is_ And the
newspaper is a business.”

These name words re-
veal with a certain crude
honesty what it is that’s

lT IS RARE in Books in Cana&
to read such appalling unpro-
fesslonalism as that exhibited
in llmmas Carpenter’s rcccnt
review of Christopher Wise-
man’s Postca?tis.Ho?ne:  Poems
New and Selectd

The review is not only in-
competent but dishonest Car-
penter begins his review of
Wiseman’s book by writing
out the following lines in
prose form:

Bock again nndsr tksss
cl@. lllo sea shstcku &kt
and g+q m CQRVOI  out to a

._

cold curord  RonLzon.  My
cRildrsn  wade thr pools
ssarcking  for crabs. My
mind lets go and/m  a rno-
ment  I ona back thi@yeom
a child in tlras  mnw pools
J%  ord running  with tks
long tides in tha bright
w&ztbar.  TriaunPhont,  ?ny
son bobis up o cmb, hisfcco
alight, wanting  my #misc.

The first rule of quoting PP
etry for review is that  lines be
copied exactly as they appear
in the poem with slashes tp in-
dicate line breaks. There is
not a single slash in Carpen-
ter’s initial quotation. The 8rs.t
three lines of Wiseman’s
poem should read: “Back
again / under these dis. /
The sea stretches /“.

Carpenter’s dishonest ren-
dering of Wiseman’s fine and
evocative boem “Flley  Brig”
obliterates the emphasis
Wiseman puts on “again”
through his skliled use of as-
sonance, consonance, and am-
biguity. The interchanging
play of long and short ‘a” vow
els, 9” vowels, 8s well as the
subtle use of the sibilant “8’
introduced in ‘eliis” at the
end of the &cond line. forms
an intriguing sound pattern.
This pattern, combined with
the rising and z$lllng rhythms
of the poem achieved by at-
‘tentive use of one-, hvo- and
three-syllable words, evokes
the rising and falling of the
tides of the sea, a metaphor
for memory. The superb  craft-
ing of sound culminates in the
final word “praise,” which
combines the long “a” vowel
and ‘s” sibilant. The stressed
positioning of “cliKs,” ‘pool&”
‘son,” “horizon,” and “crabs”
at line end hints, through as-
soclatkm. at love. illness, dis-
appointment, and danger.

Despite the remarkable
craft  shown by Wiseman,  Car-
penter ignorantly writes that
‘lines are arbitrarily cut and
scattered down the page. A
couple of commas that w@d
otherwise guide the reader
have been artistl&lly omitted”
and that the “poems do not
carry enough evocative
weight”

It’s obvious that Carpenter
knows nothing about tradi-

tional prosody. If &%eman’s
poems do not “elicit  much of a
response.” for Carpenter. Car-
penter is advised .to school
himself in poetic convention
before  he utters any more hol-
low statements that show his
ignorance. Otherwise Carpen-
ter should stick to joum@m,
which appears to be his trade.
I hope he exhibits greater in-
tegrity in that genre than he
does with his sham review of
Wlseman’s  poetry.

In the future  I trust that edi- .-
tars of Books is! Crmada will
show greater  care bi selecting
reviewers.

Elena Malterre
Calgdty

Thonas Cm$entsr  mph:

Paogle who  pick
their way tbmgb  poms

with
dkJM_%JSt
prosodic guidebooks in

.kmd
an &%??tain  boy scovts
toasdsr*p  tkmogk tress
o ccas i ona l ly  zoordoring  .

whom  tkefbrest
is

PROSODY is-merely the sci-
enceofrhythmandrhymes,a
mechanical means of grap-
pling with tbe fluid and c&o
ineffable  qualities of poetry. It
is valuable but obviously limit-
ed in its uses and too often
serves only to keep poetry at
a comfortably intellectual
arm’s length. That is the rcb
son - there being no Wes”
for writing reviews - that I
decided to ayoid the kind of
jargon that Elomf  Malterre so
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nicely parodies in the fourth
paragraph of her letter. Good
prosody does not guarantee
worthwhile poetry  nor does it
redeem the kind of broadly
sentimental subject matter
that was  laid  bare by the de-
liberate omission of the slash
marks in my quotation of the
poem in question. Even if I
agreed with Malterre’s  assess.
ment of Wiseman’s  prosodic
d&erity. I would not thereby
conclude that “Filey Brig” is a
fine piece of work. Her own
gushing tribute to ‘an atten-
tive use of one-, two- and
three-syllable words” etc.
sounds like nothing  so much
as damning with faint academ-
ic praise.

0l.R OF COIVIEXT

WRlTK4S  SHOULD  not in gcn-
eral. I tbii respond in print
to reviewers of their work, but
I would like to correct an erro-
neous impression created by
Erin Moure’s review of PO.&
SS in your last issue. It is not
easy to quote out of context in
such a way as to precisefly  re
verse the meaning of a pas-
sage. but Mow4 has managed
(accidentally. I hope) to do
just that.

Mow& wrhes. “David Mani-
corn conjures up women in
company towns with the
phrase \vives as agile lovers
again without bellies,’ (please

note the job requirement,
girls),” implying that the de
scription  n&m to women and
that I am rather  bluntly sexist.
Ironically, the lines refer to
mex,  as a slightly lengthier
quotation makes clear: ‘Mme-
shafts . . . like upended draw
ers with their men falling
blinking out / returned to
wives as agile lovers again
without  bellies.”

I did not awreciate either
the  accusatioYor  the review-
er’s carelessness. There are
no doubt plenly of gender bi-
ases lurking within me, and
no doubt some of them slip
into my work in some form.
But I don’t think any of these
biases are as blatant and
stupid as that 1 was accused
Of.

Da&l Maniim
Montreal

Leaving aside the issue of the
epoch of brothers that I was
addressing (not just intention-
al sexism, but mental struc-
tures that perpetuate the
epoch . . .) I’m glad David
wrote to make his authorial
intention clear for his renders
I still find, alas, that his inten-
tions make for ambiguous rc-
suits. Does the “authotily” bc
long solely to the author? HI
let the readers decide! now
that they have a lengthier
quote. i

THE FOLLOWING Canadian
books have been received by
Books ia Canada  in recent
weeks. Inclusion io this list
does not preclude a review or
notice in a future issue:

By Barry  Baldwin
CO~@~TI’O~~SARE  invited to provide tides (maximum 6) of UP
likely Canadian iastructional  home videos (e.g.. Mii Do&%
Aerobics Championship Swimming with Joe Clark, etf).  $
prize is $25, and entries should be sent to CanWit
Books in Cana&,  366 Adelaide St E., Ste 432, Toron%(0;
tario MSA 3X9 by April 25.

RE3uLls  OF CANwr  NO. 135

Few readers were willing to claim ihey are really distin-
guished, prematurely deceased Canadians. The winning entry
comes born  C. MeKay  of Fled&ton,  New Brunswick:

Having had my fill of severe hardships in the wilds of
Upper Canada. and lacking &at  community of pnteel
and cultured  souls so essential to any educated person,
I used the royalties from my novel, Rmghing  it in tia
Bush.  to buy a condominium in Florida, where pariah-
ing regularly of the Fountain of Youth has kept me in

good health and spirits. I now operate  an organic citras
farm, and have time to pen the occasional article (syn&
catcd)  on,gardening.

@fix)  Susmma  Moodie
St. Petersburg.  Florida .

Picking up her hairbrush. Aliie ran it tbmugh  my hair and made
a part to one side. Theirto  my astonishment,  sh$ dotted lipstick
on my cheeks and blended in the color ulitil they glowed. Fmally
she dabbed time on my nack  and wrists  and behind my ears.
“Well, what  do you think?”
Martha Bmoks, A Hill For Looking.  Queenston  Houw Publish!
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Wten properly  filled in. tbe letters in the box form a quotation from a Canadii  book Find the letters by solving  the clues
below and wiling the answers in the numbad spaces provided.  Then transfer the letters from the spaces to tbe appm
priate squares in the box The first letters of each answered clue form the name of the author and the. title of tbe book
(Solution next  month.)

4. Shw&zquious TiEiEWW73- P. In agreemehtwitb
jusbw:  3 wds. xii57~iir~~~iri75

3. Lecbemus xx
-a-i5iWiK-K~iE
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m Canada’s national award-winning book revieti
magazine comes to you nine times a year. Each issue is crammed

with book reviews, author profiles,  interviews, columns, and
interesting katures on the world of books in Canada.

Subscribe now and SAVE I§% on the newsstand price.

A year’s subscription to Books in Canada costs $15.00 and
guarantees that each and every issue will be delivered to your door.

Fill in the coupon below, send it to us and we’ll rush the next
issue of Books in Canada to you.

Start my subscription to Books irr
Canada immediately.

Start my subscription to Books in
Canada immediately.

Name  _ _ _ _ NPmc
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“Wordstruck is exactly what 1
was - and still am: crazy
about the sound of words, the
taste of words, the feeling for
words on the tongue and in
the mind.”

-

[

:

‘Il.

-Robert MacNeil.  of the
MacNeil-Lehrer  NewsHour and
co-author of The Stor:~- qfEtplis

A Memoir
by Robert MacNeil
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